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Summary

N-doped carbon quantum dot (NCQDs) is an emerging material in the carbon family, which possess many advantageous qualities such as low toxicity, good compatibility with living cells, stability in chemical reactions, strong photoluminescence, photocatalysis, and efficient transfer of electrons when exposed to light. These properties make CDs a highly promising material to mitigate the current challenges in pest control, environmental treatment and theranostic medicine. This thesis study carried out a comprehensive literature review on the potential applications of these materials in pest control. Although a tremendous benefit from NCQDs has been revealed, generating these materials in large-scale production in a green and sustainable manner is still challenging. Therefore, a comprehensive assessment of all available large-scale production of NCQDs in terms of sustainability is significant. It has been revealed that non-thermal nitrogen fixation microplasma is a potential large-scale synthesis method in terms of sustainability while lacking mass efficiency. Therefore, it is crucial to overcome the improvement of mass efficiency of the non-thermal nitrogen fixation microplasma method. In addition, most of these CD synthesis strategies are classified as the trial-and-error approach. It is a time-consuming journey with cost- and process inefficiency to create CDs with a suitable structure and properties available for a specific application.

For this reason, it is also urgent to develop a rational design strategy for synthesising NCQDs towards selected applications (pest control, environmental treatment and theranostic medicine), which are emerging issues mentioned above. It has been revealed that the photoluminescence of the as-prepared NCQD increases by 18.4% in the presence of metal flakes as catalysts. However, the role of plasma-liquid-catalyst interaction in the production of NCQDs is still unclear. Therefore, it is also significant to have a deep understanding of the plasma-liquid-catalyst mechanism in the reaction to control the large-scale production of NCQDs better. Finally, it has also been important to have an insight into the reaction rate in the production of NCQDs and to determine factors (viscosity and liquid surface area) that affect the reaction rate.

The primary aim of this thesis is to develop a new kind of microplasma to address the challenges associated with the large-scale production of N-fixation multifunctional N-doped carbon quantum dots (NCQD) for selected applications. The objectives of this thesis are
organised into 8 chapters that will be presented in the form of a collection of published and submitted papers, which are the research outcomes. In addition, a literature review has been provided to establish the background of microplasma-assisted synthesis of NCQDs and highlight the potential applications of this material in agriculture. Overall, this thesis's main contributions to developing a new kind of microplasma-assisted synthesis process are discovering, investigating, understanding, designing, fabricating, and improving the concept of using the non-thermal nitrogen fixation microplasma process to generate high-quality NCQDs for selected applications. The main contributions are summarised in the following chapters:

- **Chapter 2.** Literature review: Perspectives on the plasma-assisted synthesis of N-doped nanoparticles as nanopesticides for crop pest control (Published paper 1).
- **Chapter 3.** Sustainability assessment of large-scale synthesis processes of NCQDs (Published paper 2).
- **Chapter 4.** Process intensification for gram-scale synthesis of NCQDs (Published Paper 3).
- **Chapter 5.** Rationally designed microplasma synthesis of NCQDs for targeted applications (Published paper 4).
- **Chapter 6.** Insight into plasma-catalysis in triphasic microplasma synthesis for NCQDs (Ready manuscript 5).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This introductory chapter describes the motivation for considering the problems that this dissertation addresses and discusses the challenging nature of those problems. The chapter also summarizes the contributions made in the following chapters and provides an overview of the dissertation’s structure.
Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Abstract

The increasing world population and its demands for food, agriculture-based products, industrial activities, environmental degradation, and health care system are major challenges that government bodies will have to address in the future. Industrial production of fertilizers has become essential for agricultural crop productivity. Nitrogen-fixation process is key to overcoming the challenges of food demand and can generate new types of nitrogen-containing multifunctional materials for use in environmental treatment and health care. Non-thermal microplasma technology, which utilizes high-energy positively and negatively charged gases, has become an emerging material in nitrogen fixation processes because of its ability to break the triple bonds of dinitrogenous molecules in the air into active free nitrogen, which can react with water or hydrogen to form NH$_3$ or other related compounds and perform nitrogen doping on the surface of materials. Non-thermal microplasma technology can generate high-quality nitrogen-doped carbon quantum dots (NCQDs). NCQDs have shown promising potential in various applications, particularly in photocatalysis due to their ultrasmall size, water solubility and excellent optical properties, and their ability to strongly decompose pollutants in wastewater under solar irradiation can be enhanced by doping nitrogen on the surface of CDs, making them suitable for multifunctional uses in health care, pest control, and environmental treatment. The outstanding properties of NCQDs make them suitable for various applications, but fabricating these advanced materials using traditional synthesis techniques can be time-consuming and inefficient. Non-thermal microplasma technology is a key solution to overcome these challenges in creating CDs with suitable structures and properties for targeted applications. This study proposes to innovate a new kind of microplasma for synthesising N-doped carbon quantum dots using a microplasma jet-based reactor and aims to benefit from a commercial design with intended industrial use. The research aims to develop a new type of microplasma reactor that can rationally design N-doped carbon quantum dots from folic acid (vitamin B9) for selected applications while also exploring the massive synthesis and process intensification, and gaining deep insights into plasma catalysis in production processes.
1.2. Introduction

With an alarming rate of population escalation, a census has been reached that the world’s population has currently passed 7.7 billion in 2019, and is predicted to increase by more than 9.7 billion in 2050, according to “the World Population Prospects 2019: Highlights” from United Nations Organization. Therefore, an increase by 50 – 80 % in crop production is estimated to high demand for food and agriculture-based products by 2050 [1]. This also means an emerging demand for an extremely large number of fertilisers and nanopesticides to facilitate the agricultural sector to adequately provide food for people worldwide. In addition, along with population growth, industrial activities, especially textile and food industries, have also been triggered to improve human life [2]. As a result, this will lead to environmental degradation due to contaminated wastewater leakage into surrounding groundwater from industrial zones [3]. According to a United Nations report on the state of the world’s water, more than 5 billion people could suffer inadequate water supplies by 2050 because of several reasons related to global climate warming and contaminated soil, air and water resources [4]. In addition, with an increasing rate of population, it is estimated that the world’s burden of health care is put on the government bodies. Therefore, health care, food demand and environmental deterioration are three foreseen challenges that all government bodies need to adequately control in the forthcoming future.

From the aspect of food supplies, agricultural production is still predicted to be a primary source of food demand by 2050. However, agricultural production has always confronted many unforeseen factors, such as global warming, degraded cultivating land, and pesticide-resisted phytopathogen that adversely affect crop productivity leading to approximately 40% of crop loss [5-7]. Consequently, this will result in a remarkable decrease in biodiversity and impairment of ecosystem functions needed for a green agroecosystem. Based on the emerging need for agricultural crop productivity, industrial production of fertilisers has become indispensable. Although nitrogen sources are abundant on earth, nitrogen provision as nutrients for plants is always challenging. It is a motivation to discover an alternative nitrogen fixation that converts nitrogen molecules in the air into nitrogen-containing compounds, that can be efficiently used as pesticides and/or fertilisers.

As far as environmental degradation is concerned, contaminated water with heavy metals [10] and dye wastewater [11] are always classified as one of the most problematic pollution groups due to their severe toxicity to human well-beings and natural habitats. With a remarkable growth in industrial activities due to the escalation of the world’s population, a tremendous amount of wastewater must be under the pre-treatment process before releasing into the natural environment. This is predicted to be challenging in the next few decades. Therefore, seeking an optimal solution to this environmental issue is essential for protecting our way of life. Among several wastewater treatment methods, photocatalysis degradation, also
known as an advanced oxidation process, is one of the most effective and practical approaches in terms of energy-efficiency [12] and eco-friendliness [13, 14] due to their capacity to lessen undesirable effects on the environment. In advanced oxidation processes, highly reactive oxygen species, such as hydroxyl radicals (•OH), can decompose complex organic compounds into carbon dioxide, inorganic ions, and more simple structured compounds [15]. It has been recently noticed that introducing nitrogen into the surface of photocatalysts can enhance photocatalysis degradation in wastewater treatment [16]. Therefore, it is also a driving force to look for a nitrogen fixation process that can convert nitrogen from the air into nitrogen-containing compounds, that can be efficiently used as strong photocatalysts.

Regarding health care, breast cancer is a disease caused by the uncontrolled growth of cells that develop and form a tumour [17]. This tumour becomes oncogenic if cancer cells invade nor metastasize the blood or the network of lymphatic vessels. The limitations of current clinical imaging systems for diagnosis and conventional chemotherapy strategies for breast cancer treatment, such as the undesirable side effects to patients and the high-cost of treatment, bring about this phenomenon. Hence, a great effort has been made recently to develop new theranostic or multifunctional nanoparticles (NPs) to combat cancer disease more effectively. It also has been noticed that introducing nitrogen can enhance the intensity of photoluminescence of multifunctional nanoparticles [18], thus improving theranostic applications in cancer treatment. For this reason, nitrogen fixation also plays an important role in generating nitrogen-containing multifunctional nanoparticles for theranostic applications.

Mitigating issues in food demand, environmental degradation, and health care have become more and more challenging in the next decades. As discussed above, an alternative nitrogen-fixation is the key to overcoming these challenges. In other words, this nitrogen fixation process can generate a new type of nitrogen-containing multifunctional materials that can be used as fertilisers and/or nanopesticides, photocatalysts, and theranostic medicine.

In spite of being newly discovered in the last decade, carbon dots (CDs) have shown their more prominent potential in comparison with semiconductor quantum dots in many applications, especially in photocatalysis due to their high-quality ultrasmall size [19-21], water solubility [22, 23] and excellent optical properties [24, 25]. CDs are able to strongly decompose pollutants in wastewater under solar irradiation [26-28]. In addition, it has been recently reported that the photocatalytic properties of CDs can be enhanced by doping nitrogen on the surface of CDs [29]. It is because the nitrogen atoms in CDs can provide excess electrons and inject them into CDs, thus increasing significant optical properties, especially fluorescence quantum yields. Therefore, it is strongly believed that this type of material can meet the requirement of new multifunctional materials as theranostic medicine in health care as fertilisers and/or nanopesticides in pest control and photocatalysts in environmental treatment.
Because of the outstanding properties of CDs for various applications, fabricating these advanced materials has become urgent. Various synthesis techniques have been used to fabricate CDs, such as laser ablation, arc discharge, hydrothermal, pyrolysis, solvothermal, ultrasonic, etc. Most of these CD synthesis strategies can be classified as the trial-and-error approach in searching for suitable applications. It is a time-consuming journey with cost- and process inefficiency to create CDs with suitable structures and properties available for a targeted application. Among these synthesis technologies, non-thermal microplasma technology is the key to overcoming these synthesis challenges.

Non-thermal microplasma technology with major components of high-energy positively and negatively charged gases has become emerging in nitrogen fixation processes because of several atmospheric pressure operations, non-equilibrium chemistry, important specific power densities, microscale geometries, and self-assembly phenomena. These properties make them particularly suitable for the cost-effective and highly efficient production of high-quality nanomaterials [30]. Firstly, it has been assumed that these charged gases and free radicals can break the triple bonds of dinitrogenous molecules in the air into active free nitrogen, which is ready to react with water or hydrogen to form NH₃ or other related compounds [31]. In addition, it is also proven that non-thermal microplasma can cause a chemistry reaction, which performs nitrogen doping on the surface of materials [32]. Secondly, non-thermal microplasma technology, previously much to energy-intensive, is slowly closing its energy-efficiency gap to industrial needs. It can be operated with high safety control because it is operated under atmospheric pressure and low temperature [33]. Therefore, it becomes more attractive for ammonia synthesis and, as a more disruptive industrial scenario, for nanofabrication [34-40]. There have been increasing findings showing that confining plasma to a smaller size will result in new physical properties that conventional plasma could not possess. The electric field distributions are changed [41]. Plasma, which is confined to a millimetre size, is called microplasma. It is explained because of the increased ratio of surface to volume and the significantly decreased size and space; these are the winning points of microreactors, which are applied on an industrial scale these days. For this reason, in order to maintain the plasma at non-equilibrium state at atmospheric pressure and temperature, the operation parameters such as pressure, gas composition, input power and electrodes distance must be controlled.

As for such beneficial reasons of microplasma, in this study, it is proposed to innovate a new kind of microplasma for synthesising N-doped carbon quantum dots. This innovative idea is based on a microplasma jet-based reactor. We aim to profit from a commercial design with intended industrial use, developed by our plasma technology collaboration partner Ronny Brandenburg (Uni Greifswald, Germany) [42]. Microplasma jet (kINPen®IND) provides microplasma over the surface of the liquid. This research work generally attempted to develop a microplasma jet (kINPen®IND)-based reactor that could rationally
design N-doped carbon quantum dots from folic acid (vitamin B9) for selected applications (nanopesticides and nanofertilizers). Mass synthesis of NCQDs has also been explored by means of process intensification. Also affected were the deep insights into plasma catalysis in production processes. It is characterized by emission spectroscopy.

1.3. Research Background

1.3.1. Nitrogen-fixation plasma

Nitrogen fixation process is defined as a nitrogen transformation in the atmospheric air into ammonia, nitrates, and other valuable nitrogen-containing substances (Figure 1) [43-45]. However, it is believed that most biological processes in nature cannot undergo the metabolization of these di-nitrogenous molecules because it is not easy to break their triple bonds and very stable electronic configuration [45]. In the 21st century, nitrogen fixation has become one of the most essential processes in the chemical industry due to outstanding applications of their nitrogen-fixed products, e.g. ammonia NH₃, in many industrial sectors. In terms of the history of nitrogen fixation, Joseph Priestley dating back in 1774, first discovered ammonia [46]. Over a decade later, William Austin attempted to synthesize ammonia for the first time, which is known as a chemical nitrogen fixation. Until 1880, Herman Hellriegel and Hermann Wilfarth first confirmed that living organisms could biologically transform nitrogen in the air into nitrogenous compounds known as biological nitrogen fixation. In 1903, Kristian Birkeland and Samuel Eyde introduced a new nitrogen fixation process by passing air through an electric arc to produce nitrogen oxides. In 1909, Fritz Haber first tried synthesising ammonia from nitrogen and hydrogen gas. This process was scaled up to massive production by Carl Bosch, known as Haber-Bosch process, making it one of the most important processes in the 20th century. In 2014, the power consumption in the ammonia synthesis process was estimated from 33 to 36 GJ/ton N [44]. The Haber-Bosch process consumes 1-2% of all energy in this planet.

![Figure 1. Nitrogen fixation process to convert nitrogen gas into other nitrogen-containing compounds](image)

Recently, various types of plasma have received immense attention in the nitrogen fixation process, including thermal and non-thermal plasma nitrogen fixation [47]. Concerning the former, an illustrative
example is the Birkland-Eyde process for nitrogen oxide synthesis, which utilizes an electrical arc discharge to form a high-temperature thermal plasma. However, the low energy efficiency of this process is challenging, leading to less progression in recent years. The key to any industrial application is to bring the energy efficiency of non-thermal plasma nitrogen fixation down to an industrially acceptable range, and the non-thermal plasma foreseen is on its way, allowing to keep reaction temperature and energy consumption relatively low [48]. Microplasma refers to a type of plasma that is smaller in scale than traditional plasmas, often on the order of micrometres or millimetres. In the context of nonthermal nitrogen fixation, microplasma may be used to create the high-energy conditions necessary to convert N\textsubscript{2} to a usable form without the need for high temperatures (Figure 2). Research in this area is still in its early stages, but it has the potential to be a sustainable and energy-efficient method for producing fertilizer.

![Nonthermal nitrogen fixation microplasma process](image)

**Figure 2.** Nonthermal nitrogen fixation microplasma process

Nonthermal nitrogen fixation microplasma is a promising new approach to producing nitrogen-containing compounds. The process utilizes a microplasma to ionize the atmospheric nitrogen (N\textsubscript{2}) to form reactive nitrogen species (RNS), which can then react with other molecules. The high energy conditions created by the microplasma can facilitate these reactions without the need for high temperatures traditionally required for nitrogen fixation.

One of the advantages of this approach is that it does not require the use of high-pressure vessels or catalysts, which can make the process more cost-effective and sustainable. Additionally, since it uses atmospheric nitrogen as the starting material, it does not rely on finite resources such as natural gas or coal. Currently, research on nonthermal nitrogen fixation using microplasma mainly focuses on laboratory-scale experiments, but there are ongoing efforts to develop a commercial-scale technology. It should be noted that this technology is still in the early stages of development and is not yet commercially available.
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In practice, nitrogen fixation and oxidation should both occur. This means that the surface of NCQDs is functionalised with \( \text{NH}_2 \) (nitrogen fixation) and \(-\text{OH}\) (oxidation). However, in order to improve the quantum yield and fluorescence intensity, nitrogen doping on the surface by nitrogen fixation plays a key role. Therefore, the author emphasises nitrogen fixation's importance in this study, as described in the thesis's title.

1.3.2. N-doped carbon quantum dots as an emerging advanced nanomaterial

Carbon-based materials are important in the field of materials science and have a wide range of applications. From traditional industrial carbon materials like activated carbon and carbon black, to newer industrial carbon materials like carbon fibres and graphite, to newer carbon nanomaterials like graphene and carbon nanotubes (CNTs), research and applications of carbon-based materials have been popular due to their environmentally friendly properties. However, macroscopic carbon materials typically lack an appropriate band gap, making them poor candidates for use as fluorescent materials.

Carbon dots, or CDs, are an emerging material in the carbon family, which is zero-dimension carbon-based nanomaterials that measure less than 10 nanometres in size. They are a newly developed carbon nanomaterial made up of small, spherical particles. CDs were first found in 2004 during the purification process of single-walled carbon nanotubes [49] and were later named "carbon quantum dots" by Sun et al. in 2006 [50]. They are being considered for various applications [51-58] due to their unique structure and properties, such as simple synthesis methods and enhancement of fluorescence emission through surface passivation and chemical modification [59]. After their discovery, CDs gained a lot of interest due to their unique structure and properties. As a new form of carbon, they possess many advantageous qualities such as low toxicity [60], good compatibility with living cells [61], stability in chemical reactions [62], ability to efficiently absorb light [62], and efficient transfer of electrons when exposed to light [63]. These properties make CDs a highly promising material for a wide range of applications, including biosensors [64], bioimaging [65], optoelectronic devices [66], and solar cells [67].

Carbon dots, also known as small carbon nanoparticles that can be found in aqueous or other suspensions, are typically divided into three categories (Figure 3): graphene quantum dots (GQDs), carbon nanodots (CNDs), and carbonized polymeric dots (CPDs). The classification is not fixed; one type can be transformed into another by adjusting the graphene layers and carbonization degree. They are often composed of a hybridized \( sp^2/sp^3 \) carbon core with surface functional groups. For example, GQDs are composed of single or multiple layers of nanosized graphite, with functional groups or defects on the surface or at the edges. They have an anisotropic shape with larger lateral dimensions than height [68, 69]. The
optical properties of GQDs mainly depend on the size of the $\pi$-conjugated domains and surface/edge structures [70].

**Figure 3.** Classification of carbon dots based on their formation mechanism, micro- and nanostructures, and properties (This figure is adapted from [71], Copyright 2020, American Chemical Society)

In contrast to GQDs, CQDs and CPDs typically have a spherical core connected to surface groups. The spherical core of CQDs is composed of multiple layers of graphite. Their ability to emit light (photoluminescence) is primarily determined by the intrinsic state of luminescence and the quantum confinement effect of size [72]. CPDs combine aggregated/cross-linked carbon cores and polymer chain shells. The optical properties of CPDs are mainly influenced by the molecular state and cross-link structure [73].

The various structures of CDs are influenced by different synthesis methods, which can be broadly categorized into "bottom-up" and "top-down" strategies [71, 74-79]. CQDs and CPDs are often produced from small molecules, polymers, or biomass by assembling, polymerization, crosslinking, and carbonization via “bottom-up” methods (e.g., combustion, thermal treatment) [52, 80-82], while GQDs are typically obtained through "top-down" methods, such as cutting larger graphitized carbon materials into small pieces [83]. The surface functional groups of CDs can be altered by using different synthesis methods, allowing for tunable light emission. Additionally, the modified surface moieties of CDs allow for expansion of the light utilization range from different states of emissive trap due to their efficient up-converted photoluminescence behaviour [84], meaning that efficient visible-light-responsive CDs can be designed to utilize the full spectrum of sunlight. Furthermore, the ability of CDs-based composites to absorb light improves photocatalytic efficiency through photoexcited electron transfer [85].
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Non-doped or pristine carbon dots (CDs) and N-doped CDs have some key differences in their properties due to the presence of nitrogen atoms in the latter. Here are some comparative differences between non-doped and N-doped CDs:

- **Optical Properties:** N-doped CDs have red-shifted absorption and emission spectra compared to non-doped CDs. This is due to the incorporation of nitrogen atoms into the carbon matrix, which creates new energy levels in the electronic band structure of the CDs. The presence of nitrogen also enhances the quantum yield and stability of the CDs.

- **Chemical Properties:** The introduction of nitrogen atoms in CDs changes their chemical properties, such as surface charge, hydrophilicity, and chemical reactivity. N-doped CDs tend to have a more hydrophilic surface due to the presence of polar nitrogen atoms, making them more biocompatible and suitable for biological applications.

- **Electronic Properties:** N-doped CDs have a higher electron density and electrical conductivity than non-doped CDs due to the doping of nitrogen atoms. Nitrogen also enhances the CDs’ electron transfer properties, making them useful for applications in electrochemistry and energy storage.

- **Morphology:** N-doped CDs tend to have larger particle sizes and a more spherical morphology than non-doped CDs. This can be attributed to the introduction of nitrogen atoms, which can influence the growth and morphology of the CDs during synthesis.

Defects in the carbon dot (CD) structure (i.e. N-doped carbon dots) can have an impact on their optical, electronic, and chemical properties. However, the synthesis of CDs is a relatively new field, and there is still ongoing research into the factors that influence the formation of defects in CDs. Here are some strategies that have been proposed to reduce or control crystal defects in CDs:

- **Precursor and Synthesis Conditions:** The choice of precursor and synthesis conditions can have a significant impact on the formation of defects in CDs. Careful selection of the carbon source and the reaction conditions, such as temperature, time, and pH, can reduce the formation of defects. For example, using a carbon source with a high degree of purity and controlling the reaction temperature can help minimize the formation of defects.

- **Post-Synthesis Purification:** Purification of CDs after synthesis can help eliminate or reduce the number of defects. Purification methods such as dialysis or centrifugation can help remove impurities and stabilize the CDs, improving crystal quality.

- **Doping:** Doping of CDs with heteroatoms, such as nitrogen, can modify the electronic properties of the CDs and reduce the formation of defects. Nitrogen-doped CDs have been shown to have improved optical and electronic properties compared to non-doped CDs, which can be attributed to the reduced number of defects.
Surface Passivation: Surface passivation can be used to reduce the formation of surface defects in CDs. Coating the surface of CDs with a layer of a passivating material, such as silica or polymers, can protect the CDs from oxidation and reduce the formation of surface defects.

1.3.3. Properties of N-doped carbon quantum dots

CQDs are commonly classified into three types: GQDs, CQDs, and CPDs. These types are defined in terms of their "core-shell" nanostructure, which consists of a nanoscale carbon core and surface functional groups. The optical properties, electronic properties, and catalytic properties of CQDs are determined by their different structures. GQDs have high quantum yield and strong fluorescence, CQDs have good biocompatibility and stability, and CPDs have high surface area and catalytic activity (Figure 4).

![Figure 4. Outstanding properties of carbon dots based on their surface and core structure (this figure is adapted from the original work [86], copyright 2018, Elsevier)](image)

1.3.3.1. Adsorption

CDs have strong optical absorption in the ultraviolet (UV) region (mainly 280–360 nm). Surface modifications can regulate the absorption band of CDs, and the emission properties of CDs generally depend on the level of excitation [87]. Surface functional moieties play an important role in determining the absorption ranges of CDs. Passivating CDs with polyethylenimine (PEI) can produce red (330–355 nm), blue (460–495 nm) or green (530–550 nm) luminescence. However, the nonuniformity of PEI passivation on CDs can disrupt the photoluminescence and cause excitation at longer wavelengths [88].
CDs show optical absorption in the UV region and some traces of absorption in the visible region. Top-down fabricated CDs show size-dependent absorption from 200 to 252 nm (6.20–4.92 eV) with an increase in diameter from 12 to 22 nm. However, CDs fabricated from the same material but using different fabrication techniques, such as microwave, ultrasonic, and hydrothermal approaches, show different absorption bands within the 250–300 nm range [89].

1.3.3.2. Fluorescence property

The fluorescence emission of CQDs is one of their most attractive features and has been used in various fields. CQDs have properties such as excitation wavelength-dependent PL emission, tunable PL emission, extraordinary up-converted PL, good fluorescence stability and efficient photobleaching resistance. The PL emissions of CQDs are dependent on their structural characteristics. They can be divided into two categories: one is due to electron transitions corresponding to internal factors dominated emission, which includes the conjugation effect, the surface state and the synergistic effect [90]. This model is suitable for explaining the PL of GQDs with lattice structures or a high degree of graphitization. GQDs have a certain degree of crystallinity and an average lattice parameter of 0.24 nm. The PL emission of CQDs can be tuned by adjusting the size of the conjugated π-domains rather than the actual particle size, as their sizes are smaller than their exciton Bohr radius [91]. The quantum confinement effect of GQDs was supported by theoretical calculations method, as reported by Sk et al., who studied the PL emission of pristine zigzag-edged GQDs with different diameters using Gaussian and time-dependent density-function theory (DFT) [91]. The wavelength of photoluminescence (PL) emissions of graphene quantum dots (GQDs) can vary depending on their diameter. The smallest GQDs with a diameter of 0.5 nm have a wavelength of 235.2 nm, while GQDs with a diameter of 2.31 nm has a wavelength of 999.5 nm. The PL emission of GQDs is observed in the entire visible region (400–770 nm), with the different diameters of GQDs increasing from 0.89 to 1.80 nm, which is attributed to the quantum confinement effect. This particle size dependence is consistent with the quantum confinement effect. The intrinsic state of GQDs also determines their PL emission behaviour due to the quantum confinement effect. The conjugated π-domains are regarded as intrinsic PL centre. The band gaps of GQDs decrease as aromatic rings increase, indicating that PL emissions of GQDs can be adjusted by tuning the size of the conjugated π-domains. By changing the size or shape of GQDs, the electronic transitions can be tuned in nanometer-sized GQDs [92, 93].

In addition to the quantum confinement effect, the surface configurations or surface/edge state of GQDs can also play a key role in the photoluminescence (PL) emission of GQDs [94]. Surface defects, triple carbene at the zigzag edges, and oxygen-containing/other functional groups can induce PL emission.
with different characteristics. Heteroatom doping is also used to alter the electronic structures of GQDs and is also attributed to the surface state effect [95]. The PL emission of GQDs can also be pH dependent. It can be affected under a strongly acidic atmosphere due to protonation or deprotonation of functional moieties on the surface of the carbon core-edge state. Different types of organic solvents can also lead to different surface passivation, resulting in different PL emission characteristics [96]. Ding and co-workers proposed a hydrothermal method to prepare a series of GQDs with similar size distributions [61]. These GQDs show surface oxidation-dependent PL emission in the 440-625 nm wavelength range and have potential applications in different fields. The independent PL emission of GQDs is attributed to the presence of a self-passivated layer. Lin et al. discovered that GQDs with zigzag edges have smaller energy gaps than those with armchair edges. PL emission likely originated from triple carbene states instead of quantum confinement effects, which can be quenched and recovered under acidic or alkaline conditions [97].

In addition to the previously mentioned properties of GQDs, it has also been discovered that the hybridization of amine moieties and the carbon core can tune the PL emission [98]. This is due to the modified electronic structure of GQDs through the effective orbital resonance effect. Density functional theory calculations have shown that this method can also decrease the band gap of GQDs. Jin et al. also found that GQDs have two independent molecule-like states attributed to the surface moieties' structure, further emphasizing the impact of the surface state on PL emission. It is important to note that an individual effect cannot fully explain PL emission in GQDs and that synergistic effect models have been proposed to interpret the PL emission mechanism of CDs.

The PL emission mechanisms of CQDs (carbon quantum dots) have been found to include various factors, such as the carbon core and surface state, the conjugation effect and surface functional groups, and the conjugation effect and defects. These mechanisms are thought to originate from the surface/edge state and conjugated π-domains. However, Wang et al. proposed that the PL behaviours of GQDs are likely associated with oxygen-containing functional moieties on the surface of the carbon core, as determined by single-particle spectroscopic measurements [99]. The photoexcited electrons relax from π* orbit to sp² intrinsic and defect states, resulting in blue and green PL emissions, respectively.

1.3.3.3. Phosphorescence

CDs have been shown to have phosphorescence properties when used as a water-soluble material. When mixed with a matrix of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), CDs exhibit clear phosphorescence under UV light. The phosphorescence is believed to be caused by the presence of aromatic carbonyl groups on the surface of the CDs, which provide a triplet excited state [79]. In other words, the phosphorescence observed in
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CDs is primarily caused by the radiation transition of the triplet excited state (Tn). As shown in Fig. 1, initially, electrons in the ground state (S₀) are excited and transferred to the singlet excited state (S₁). Then, the electrons relax to the lowest singlet excited state (S₁), where they reach Tn through an intersystem crossing (ISC) process. Finally, the electrons fly back from T₁ to S₀ and generate phosphorescence. Deng et al. also reported on the phosphorescence properties of a CD-based water-soluble phosphorescent material, and found that clear phosphorescence is detected at room temperature.

1.3.3.4. Chemiluminescence

The chemiluminescence of CDs is used for the determination of radioactive substances. The intensity of the chemiluminescence depends solely on the concentration of CDs within a certain absorption range. For example, Lin et al. mixed CDs with oxidants, including cerium and potassium permanganate (KMNO₄), resulting in the chemiluminescence of the CDs [100]. Reversely, Zhao et al. reported that CDs have excellent electron-donating properties towards dissolved oxygen to generate reactive oxygen species (O₂⁻) in strong alkali solutions, such as NaOH or KOH, which results in chemiluminescence.

1.3.3.5. Photoluminescence

Photoluminescence (PL) is one of the most outstanding features of CDs. While there is an ongoing debate about the source of PL in CDs, it is known that a key aspect is a diameter of less than 10 nm and a zero-dimensional structure. CDs' morphology, composition, size, and crystalline nature also affect their PL properties, which are determined by the initial precursors and fabrication techniques used to form the CDs [101]. Researchers have reported enhanced PL properties in CDs through surface modulation. New fabrication strategies, such as exposure to a single UV light, have been developed to produce CDs that emit blue, green, and red light. Nitrogen-doped CDs have been fabricated using a one-step hydrothermal treatment with m-aminobenzoic acid as a precursor for the detection of iron ions. They have been found to have a charge density that changes according to their electron richness, leading to higher QY (quantum yield) and a stronger peak of PL at 415 nm [102].

1.3.3.6. Optoelectronic properties

The optoelectronic properties of carbon dots are highly dependent on their surface chemistry. The surface chemistry of CDs can be modified by various chemical functionalization strategies such as surface oxidation, surface passivation, and surface doping. These modifications can alter CDs' chemical composition, surface charge, and surface energy, leading to changes in their optoelectronic properties. One of the key optoelectronic properties of CDs that is affected by surface chemistry is their fluorescence.
emission. The fluorescence emission of CDs is highly dependent on the surface functional groups present on their surface. For example, CDs functionalized with carboxylic acid groups exhibit a blue-shifted emission spectrum compared to CDs functionalized with amine groups, which exhibit a red-shifted emission spectrum. This difference in emission wavelength can be attributed to the variation in the surface energy of CDs with different surface functional groups.

Another optoelectronic property that can be affected by surface chemistry is the absorption spectrum of CDs. CDs with different surface chemistries exhibit different absorption spectra due to the variation in the electronic band structure of the CDs. For example, CDs functionalized with nitrogen-doped groups exhibit a red-shifted absorption spectrum compared to undoped CDs, which can be attributed to the introduction of new energy levels in the electronic band structure of the CDs.

1.3.3. Quantum Yield

Carbon dots (CDs) have been found to exhibit high fluorescence quantum yields (QYs) in the range of 50-90%, depending on the synthesis method and surface chemistry of the CDs. These high QYs are due to the presence of quantum dots (QDs) within the CDs, which act as efficient light-emitting centres. Several factors can affect the quantum yield of CDs, including the size and shape of the QDs, the surface chemistry of the CDs, and the environment in which they are used. For example, the surface modification of CDs can greatly enhance the fluorescence quantum yield by reducing the nonradiative relaxation pathways. Moreover, it was reported that the QY of CDs could be increased by controlling the size and shape of the CDs and by functionalizing their surfaces with molecules that can improve their stability and biocompatibility. Overall, carbon dots (CDs) have been found to exhibit high fluorescence quantum yields (QYs), which make them useful for a wide range of applications in fields such as imaging, sensing, and biotechnology. However, it's important to note that the QY of CDs may vary depending on the synthesis method, surface chemistry, and the environment in which they are used.

1.3.4. Various synthesis methodologies of N-doped carbon dots

Various methods have been proposed in recent years to create CDs with specific properties for different applications. These methods can be broadly categorized into two types: "top-down" and "bottom-up" (Figure 5).

Top-down methods involve techniques such as ultrasonic synthesis, chemical exfoliation, electrochemical oxidation, arc-discharge, and laser ablation, to exfoliate and cut macroscopic carbon structures, like graphite powder, carbon black, activated carbon, carbon nanotubes, carbon soot, and carbon fibres, to produce GQDs, which are 2D nanoparticles [103]. In contrast to top-down methods, bottom-up
methods typically involve the polymerization of molecular precursors, such as glucose, sucrose, and citric acid, through techniques like microwave pyrolysis, solvothermal reactions, plasma treatment, and chemical vapour deposition to produce CQDs and CPDs, which are 3D nanoparticles with spherical cores [103]. These methods are generally faster, more controllable, and less expensive than top-down methods.

Additionally, bottom-up methods often produce fewer defects and have high controllability. Here, we will delve into the primary methods for synthesizing CDs, controlling their size, and modifying their surface properties through confined pyrolysis and modification techniques. The surface properties of CDs can also be optimized during preparation or through further treatment for specific applications.

**Figure 5.** Various synthesis approaches of carbon dots (This figure is adapted from the original work [86], copyright 2018, Elsevier)

Based on the literature review, all of the reported large-scale microplasma syntheses of NCQDs are batch-type reactor configurations. Therefore, the flow-type reactor was not discussed and assessed in this study. However, the authors also found that a flow-type reactor or microplasma microfluidic device is an advanced
and scalable technology. Therefore, the authors also discussed this novel technology in another topic “Microfluidic plasmas: Novel technique for chemistry and chemical engineering” by Lin et al. 2021.

Controlling the reaction time, heat, and mass transport in a static batch-type reactor require careful monitoring and management of the operating conditions, mixing system, and heating or cooling system. By optimizing these factors, you can improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the reaction. The following steps are suggested to control reaction time and heat and mass transport in a static batch-type reactor:

- **Set the operating conditions:** Before starting the reaction, set the desired temperature, pressure, and concentration of reactants. These operating conditions will play a critical role in determining the reaction time, heat, and mass transport.

- **Monitor the temperature:** Use a thermometer to monitor the temperature inside the reactor. If the temperature deviates from the desired set point, adjust the heating or cooling system accordingly to maintain the temperature.

- **Control the reaction time:** The reaction time can be controlled by monitoring the progress of the reaction. You can use techniques such as sampling, pH monitoring, or turbidity to determine the completion of the reaction. Adjust the reaction time by extending or reducing the time allowed for the reaction to take place.

- **Manage mass transport:** The mixing system plays a critical role in managing mass transport. Ensure that the reactor is properly mixed to prevent concentration gradients from forming. If concentration gradients do form, adjust the mixing speed or add baffles to the reactor to help promote mixing.

- **Manage heat transport:** The reactor’s design and heating or cooling system will affect heat transport. Ensure that the reactor is designed to promote efficient heat transfer. If heat is not being transferred effectively, adjust the reactor’s design or heating/cooling system accordingly.

- **Optimize the reaction conditions:** Adjust the operating conditions to optimize the reaction. This may include changing the concentration of reactants, adjusting the temperature or pressure, or modifying the mixing system.

- **Control byproduct formation:** Monitor the reaction for the formation of byproducts. Byproducts can affect the reaction time, heat, and mass transport. Adjust the reaction conditions or use a catalyst to prevent byproduct formation

### 1.3.4.1. Top-down approaches

**Chemical exfoliation.** It is a simple and efficient method for the mass production of high-quality CDs without complex equipment. This method clears precursor carbon materials such as carbon fibres, graphene
oxide, and carbon nanotubes by strong acids or oxidizing agents. Mao and co-workers were the first to create fluorescent GQDs with different sizes from candle soot using HNO$_3$ at a relatively high temperature in 2007 [104]. Later, Peng et al. used H$_2$SO$_4$ and HNO$_3$ to prepare GQDs through the chemical exfoliation of carbon fibres [105]. The resulting GQDs with different size ranges showed yellow, green, and blue PL emissions under different stirring temperatures, indicating that chemically cleaving carbon fibres can successfully prepare GQDs. Researchers have also used low-cost materials as precursors to prepare GQDs under strong acid conditions. For example, Ye and his team used coal to prepare hexagonal GQDs with a size range of 3-6 nm. Zhao et al. also used asphaltene to fabricate GQDs with excitation-dependent PL emission. However, it is tedious to further purify the product by removing excess H$_2$SO$_4$, which increases the overall synthesis cost [106].

**Laser ablation.** It is a unique and promising synthesis method for CDs due to its short period and simple operation. Sun et al. were the first to use laser ablation to synthesize GQDs from graphite [59]. Li et al. used rapid laser passivation of carbon particles to prepare GQDs with visible, stable, and tunable PL performance [107]. They also showed that passivation by laser irradiation significantly impacts the origin of PL. Similarly, Hu et al. proposed a simple method to synthesize fluorescent carbon nanoparticles by laser ablation of carbon powder suspensions in organic solvents [108]. The surface of the resulting GQDs can be modified by choosing appropriate solvents, which allows for tuning the PL emission of the GQDs by changing their surface functional groups. Kang proposed a rapid method to synthesize GQDs from multi-wall carbon nanotubes with excellent optoelectronic properties [109]. The synthesized GQDs show stable blue PL emission and a PL quantum yield of 12%, making them suitable for optoelectronic applications. Ren et al. used laser ablation of carbonized Platanus biomass in a formamide solution to prepare NM-CQDs, which showed dual-wavelength PL emission [110]. They also proposed an ultrafast method to fabricate homogeneous CQDs through dual-beam pulsed laser ablation, which improves preparation efficiency. A schematic diagram of the synthesis of CQDs from carbon fibre is also presented.

**Ultrasonic-assisted method.** It is a low-cost and simple method for preparing CDs. Alternate high-pressure waves and low-pressure are generated in the ultrasound process, which results in the formation and collapse of small bubbles in the liquid. These bubbles produce strong hydrodynamic shear forces that cut macroscopic carbon materials into nanoscale CDs. Researchers can prepare CDs with different properties by adjusting the ultrasonic power, reaction time, and the ratio of carbon sources and solvents. Zhuo et al. first reported the preparation of GQDs through ultrasonic exfoliation of graphene [111]. Since then, many researchers have used ultrasonic-assisted treatment to prepare GQDs from carbon materials such as graphite, MWCNTs, GO, and carbon fibres in either aqueous or organic solvents. Song and his team prepared GQDs from the aqueous dispersion of graphite and potassium sodium tartrate by ultrasonic-
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assisted treatment, which showed blue luminescent emission [112]. The ultrasonic approach also fabricated heteroatom-doped GQDs. Zhao et al. synthesized chlorine-doped GQDs from chlorinated CF precursors through direct ultrasonic exfoliation [113]. Carbon-containing waste materials, such as food waste, have also been used to prepare CQDs through ultrasonic irradiation treatment. Park et al. synthesized water-soluble CQDs from food waste-derived carbon sources and found that about 120g of CDs with an average diameter of 2-4 nm could be produced from a 100 kg mixture of ethanol and food waste [114]. These CDs have good PL properties, low cytotoxicity and high photostability for in vitro bioimaging.

1.3.4.2. Bottom-up approaches

Microwave-assisted synthesis. It is a cost-effective and efficient method for synthesizing CDs. Using microwaves can provide uniform heat for the formation of CDs. Li et al. were the first to use this method to synthesize green fluorescent GQDs using microwave-assisted chemical cleavage of GO sheets under acidic conditions [115]. The obtained GQDs with a single-layer have an average diameter of 4.5 nm, and can be further designed to have blue fluorescent properties by reducing surface radical moieties. Wang and co-workers reported a simple one-pot microwave-assisted approach to fabricate water-soluble CDs from protein-rich eggshell membranes [116]. The resulting CQDs show excellent fluorescence emission with a quantum yield of about 14% and can simultaneously detect Cu$^{2+}$ and glutathione. Yao et al. proposed a new route to produce novel fluorescent CQDs from transition-metal ions and crab shells using microwave-assisted hydrothermal [117]. The resulting Gd@CQDs display high stability against pH and NaCl concentration, indicating potential application in drug delivery. CDs were also obtained from Mangifera indica leaves by a simple microwave-assisted hydrothermal, which possess good biocompatibility and high photostability and can be used as an intracellular temperature sensor. Wang et al. proposed a two-step microwave heating process to produce CDs from raw cashew gum, which have good biocompatibility and low cytotoxicity and can be used in live-cell imaging [118].

Hydrothermal synthesis. It is a cost-effective and non-toxic method for preparing CDs. It is a simple approach to synthesize CQDs where a mixture of water solution is enclosed in Teflon and heated at high pressure and high temperature [119]. Pan et al. were the first to use this method to prepare blue fluorescence CQDs [95]. Epoxy moieties on the surface of GO sheets were completely broken down into CQDs during hydrothermal treatment. Subsequently, Zhao's group reported a simple and highly efficient route to prepare CQDs by hydrothermal treatment [120]. Some researchers also utilized oxidants to accelerate the hydrothermal reaction. For example, Halder et al. reported a simple hydrothermal method to prepare GQDs by adding H$_2$O$_2$ to accelerate GO sheets' exfoliation, indicating effective scissors of the GO sheets by H$_2$O$_2$ during hydrothermal reaction [121]. Mehta et al. used a plant-based hydrothermal route to
synthesize water-soluble fluorescent CQDs from *Saccharum officinarum* juice, which were used to detect Cu$^{2+}$\[^{[122]}\]. Lu et al. proposed a hydrothermal route to produce CQDs from pomelo peel, which was used to detect Hg$^{2+}$ in lake water samples \[^{[123]}\].

**Solvothermal synthesis.** This preparation method of CDs has the advantages of low-cost and simple equipment compared to the hydrothermal method \[^{[124]}\]. This method replaces water solution with one or several solvents sealed with Teflon equipped with a steel autoclave. Zhu et al. used this method to prepare green fluorescent GQDs with a PL quantum yield of 11\% \[^{[125]}\]. Shin and co-workers chemically oxidized natural carbon precursors by using ozone as a non-acid mild oxidant, resulting in GQDs with a high quantum yield and blue PL emission \[^{[125]}\]. Tian et al. synthesized blue fluorescent GQDs by solvothermal exfoliation of graphite with the help of mild H$_2$O$_2$, which showed a high quantum yield of 15\% and good photoluminescence stability in different pH conditions \[^{[126]}\]. Liu and his co-workers established a green one-step solvothermal route to fabricate CQDs from L-ascorbic acid and glycol solution in an autoclave at 160 °C for 4 h, which exhibited a strong green fluorescent emission for cell labelling \[^{[127]}\].

**Pyrolysis.** It is a powerful technique for fabricating fluorescent CDs using macroscopic carbon structures as precursors. This method offers the advantages of short reaction time, low cost, easy operation, solvent-free approaches and scalable production. The four main processes, heating, dehydration, degradation and carbonization, are critical for converting organic carbon-containing substances into CQDs under high temperatures. Carbon precursors are cleaved into carbon nanoparticles using high-concentration alkali or acid in the pyrolysis process. Ma et al. fabricated N-GQDs by the direct carbonization of ethylene diaminetetra acetic acid at 260–280 °C and proposed a growth mechanism for GQDs \[^{[128]}\]. Various types of CQDs were reported by ion doping; for example, Li and co-workers fabricated Cl-GQDs by introducing HCl through the dehydration and formation of GQD nuclei under hydrothermal treatment \[^{[129]}\].

**Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) method.** It is used to fabricate CQDs, which has recently been widely explored. The size of the ultimate product can be determined by tuning parameters, including the carbon source, growth time, the flow rate of hydrogen (H$_2$) and temperature of the substrate. Fan et al. proposed the CVD method to prepare CQDs using methane as a carbon source \[^{[130]}\]. Specifically, oxidation groups on the surface of a copper foil were cleaned using alcohol and HCl. Then, the substrate was heated to 1000 °C in H$_2$ and Ar ambient conditions. H$_2$ supply was turned off, and Ar was continuously supplied to remove H$_2$ residues. Afterwards, methane gas (CH$_4$) was pumped in the furnace at a flow rate of 2 mL/min for only 3 s in an Ar environment. The size of the as-synthesized CQDs was distributed in the range of 5–15 nm, and the height profile thereof was 1–3 nm, indicating the successful preparation of few-layer-thick CQDs.
1.3.5. Characterisation methods of N-doped carbon quantum dots

CQDs, or colloidal quantum dots, are semiconductor nanomaterials with different structures depending on the precursor used to produce them. The size of CQDs can also be adjusted by using different nanocomposites. There are several analytical techniques (Figure 6) that can be used to characterize CQDs, including UV-vis spectroscopy, fluorescence spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy (TEM), x-ray diffraction (XRD), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), dynamic light scattering (DLS), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [130]. These techniques can be used to study various properties of CQDs, such as size, composition, crystal structure, and surface chemistry.

![Characterisation technique for analysing the properties of NCQDs](image)

**Figure 6.** Characterisation technique for analysing the properties of NCQDs (This figure is adapted from the original work [131], Copyright 2022, Elsevier Publishing)

CQDs are typically small particles between 1 and 10 nm in size and are composed of elements such as C, H, O, and N. TEM and AFM are commonly used to analyse the size distribution of CQDs. XPS and EDX are used to confirm the composition of CQDs, while XRD patterns reveal the amorphous or crystalline structure of the particles. FTIR is used to identify the functional groups present in CQDs, such as C-O-C, COOH, C-OH, C-H, and C-C. UV-vis and fluorescence spectroscopy are used to study the
optical properties of CQDs, such as absorption, emission, and excitation peak, typically observed at 280–451 nm, 340 nm, and 480 nm.

1.3.6. Microplasma-assisted synthesis of N-doped carbon quantum dots

Despite being discovered in the last decades, NCQDs have become one of the most advanced materials, which can be used for various applications. For this reason, many different fabrication methods have been attempted to produce high-quality N-doped carbon quantum dots. Microplasma synthesis is a method for producing carbon quantum dots (CQDs) using a low-temperature plasma. Recently, the microplasma system has shown its significant advantages in producing N-doped carbon quantum dots. Microplasma synthesis is a relatively simple and low-cost method for producing CQDs and can be easily scaled up for large-scale production. The method involves using a low-temperature plasma, typically generated by a radio frequency (RF) or microwave discharge, to vaporize a carbon-containing precursor. The resulting carbon atoms then condense to form CQDs. N-doping, or the introduction of nitrogen atoms into the CQDs, can be achieved by using a nitrogen-containing precursor such as urea or melamine in the synthesis process. The amount of nitrogen doping can be controlled by adjusting the ratio of the carbon and nitrogen precursors. The nitrogen atoms can be distributed throughout the CQDs in different forms (pyridinic, pyrrolic or graphitic). N-doped CQDs have been shown to have improved optical and electronic properties compared to non-doped CQDs, making them useful in various applications such as bioimaging and solar cells.

Figure 7. Microplasma synthesis of nitrogen-doped carbon dots (NCQDs) from molecular precursors, (a) schematic of the setup used, (b) digital photograph of the microplasma–liquid interaction and (c) the
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NCQDs produced from this setup with 1.05 g citric acid and 556 μL ethylenediamine dissolved in 10 mL water. (This figure is adapted from the original work [132], Copyright 2017, RSC Publishing)

Plasma-assisted microplasma synthesis of N-doped carbon quantum dots can either carry out in the form of an indirect or direct plasma-liquid interaction system. Indirect plasma-liquid interaction indicates a system with a plasma generation above the electrolyte solution's surface. In contrast, direct plasma-liquid interaction is described as a setting where plasma is formed within the liquid. In a study, microplasma under atmospheric pressure generated from indirect plasma-liquid interaction produces N-doped CD (Figure 7) [132]. Citric acid (CA) and ethylenediamine (EDA) as starting materials. Typically, a given amount of citric acid (CA) and ethylenediamine (EDA) is used to dissolve in deionized water. Later, a microplasma produced by a DC power under atmospheric pressure is set above the solution’s surface.

![Schematic image of the experimental setup of direct plasma-liquid interaction with various types of precursors.](image)

**Figure 8.** Schematic image of the experimental setup of direct plasma-liquid interaction with various types of precursors. (This figure is adapted from the original work [133], Copyright 2017 RSC Publishing)

Regarding direct plasma-liquid interaction, the use of plasma gas is indispensable. Two types of the most well-known electrodes are pin-to-pin and pin-to-plate geometries. A solution plasma process is introduced to produce N-doped carbon quantum dots using acrylonitrile and pyrazine as precursor sources. Microplasma treatment time is about 20 min under stirring [19]. Similarly, another study has also been conducted to fabricate N-doped carbon quantum dots, but the precursor sources for the synthesis are
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benzene and pyrazine (Figure 8) [133]. In particular, a tungsten wire with a diameter of 1 mm is designed as electrodes and shielded by a ceramic tube. The starting materials to synthesize N-doped carbon quantum dots are benzene and pyrazine. Microplasma is introduced into the mixed starting materials under vigorous stirring for 20 min. When the microplasma is produced between the electrodes, N-doped carbon quantum dots are formed. The aforementioned evidence demonstrated that microplasma can be used to synthesize N-doped carbon quantum dots from various starting materials. Therefore, it is hypothesised that the two new designs of microplasma reactors are able to generate high-quality N-doped carbon quantum dots.

1.3.7. kINPen®IND microplasma jet

kINPen®IND is a handheld plasma jet device used for various applications such as wound healing, sterilization, and tissue ablation (Figure 9) [42, 134]. The device uses a low-temperature plasma to generate reactive species such as ions, electrons, and radicals that can interact with biological materials. The plasma jet is generated by passing a gas mixture through a high-voltage electric field, which ionizes the gas and creates the plasma. The device is portable, easy to use, and is said to be effective in promoting wound healing and reducing bacterial load. It is designed for use in various settings, including hospitals, clinics, and remote locations.

![Figure 9](This figure is adapted from the original work [42], Copyright 2018 OP Publishing)

The kINPen®IND plasma jet device uses a mixture of gases, typically argon and oxygen, to generate the plasma. The device has a nozzle through which the plasma is emitted, and the plasma jet can be directed onto the target area. The plasma jet is said to have a temperature of around 5,000 K, which is relatively low compared to other plasma-based devices. This low temperature is believed to reduce the risk of thermal
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damage to the surrounding tissue. The device is designed to be used in various settings, including hospitals, clinics, and remote locations. It has been used for various applications, such as wound healing, sterilization, and tissue ablation. In wound healing, the plasma jet promotes the formation of new blood vessels, which can help speed up the healing process. The plasma jet kills bacteria, viruses, and other microorganisms in sterilisation. In tissue ablation, the plasma jet removes unwanted tissue, such as tumours or warts. The device is considered safe and has been cleared by the FDA for use in the United States and CE mark in European Union. It is important to note that the device is still considered as an experimental device, and more research is needed to confirm its effectiveness and safety.

1.3.8. Potential applications of N-doped carbon quantum dots

1.3.8.1. N-doped carbon quantum dots as potential nanopesticides

N-doped carbon quantum dots (NCQDs) have been studied as potential nanopesticides due to their unique properties, such as high biocompatibility, low toxicity, and strong fluorescence. These properties make NCQDs suitable for the targeted delivery of pesticides to pests and for detecting pests in agricultural settings.

Several studies have investigated the use of NCQDs as nanopesticides [135]. For example, NCQDs are effective against various plant pests, such as cotton bollworm and rice stem borer. The NCQDs have also been found to be toxic to various fungal pathogens, such as Fusarium oxysporum and Botrytis cinerea. Additionally, NCQDs have been explored for their ability to enhance the efficacy of traditional pesticides. For example, NCQDs have been found to increase the effectiveness of carbendazim, a fungicide commonly used in agriculture, against Fusarium oxysporum.

Although CDs can express antifungal and bactericidal activity, these properties are not strong enough under visible light, which limits their potential for pest control. Therefore, nanotechnologists thought of a novel solution to enhance this characteristic under visible light. One of the most efficient methods is to modify the surface of CDs by doping with nitrogen atoms to form N-doped carbon quantum dots since the nitrogen atoms in CDs can provide access electrons and inject into carbon dots, thus changing their photocatalytic and optical properties. As a result, the light absorption of N-doped carbon quantum dots can extend from UV to visible light. Therefore, N-doped carbon quantum dots are more dominant than CDs in antibacterial and antifungal activity under visible light. It is shown that 25 and 75 μL.mL⁻¹ of N-doped carbon quantum dots could induce 100% antibacterial activity in the case of E. Coli and S. Aureus, respectively [136]. It is concluded that nitrogen-containing groups such as amides and amines are of utmost importance in improving antibacterial activity [137]. It is also believed that the death cause of bacteria is involved electrostatic force between protonated forms in nitrogen-containing groups and lipids in the
cellular membrane of bacteria. Another explanation for bacterial and fungal death is that CDs can produce active oxygen species to damage the cellular components of bacteria and fungi. Though there are a few studies of N-doped carbon quantum dots, the evidence above strongly showed that this type of material could be very promising candidate in inhibiting the growth of fungi-and bacteria-caused pathogens throughout photocatalysis under visible light in crops.

**Figure 10.** Potential applications of plasma technology-assisted N-doped CDs in the new agritech revolution (This figure is adapted from the original work [135], Copyright 2020RSC Publishing)

Overall, NCQDs have shown great potential as nanopesticides due to their unique properties and potential to enhance the efficacy of traditional pesticides. However, more research is needed to fully understand the mechanism of action of NCQDs as nanopesticides and to optimize their performance in agricultural applications.

### 1.3.8.2. N-doped carbon quantum dots as photocatalysts for wastewater treatment

N-doped carbon quantum dots (NCQDs) have been studied as photocatalysts in wastewater treatment due to their unique properties, such as high conductivity, high surface area, and strong fluorescence. These properties make NCQDs suitable for photocatalytic reactions to degrade pollutants in wastewater.

Research has shown that NCQDs have high photocatalytic activity under visible light irradiation due to the presence of nitrogen dopants, which can act as electron acceptors, enhancing the separation of
photogenerated electron-hole pairs. NCQDs is effective in degrading various pollutants, such as dyes, phenols, and organic pollutants, due to their high surface area, conductivity, and stability. They have also been effective in degrading recalcitrant pollutants such as pharmaceuticals, personal care products and endocrine disruptors. NCQDs have also been effective in removing heavy metals from wastewater. The high surface area of NCQDs provides a large area for the adsorption of heavy metals. Their high conductivity allows for the efficient transfer of electrons to facilitate the reduction of heavy metals. Furthermore, NCQDs have been explored for their ability to enhance the photocatalytic activity of other materials, such as TiO₂, by acting as a co-catalyst. NCQDs have been found to increase the photocatalytic activity of TiO₂ for the degradation of pollutants in wastewater by enhancing the separation of photogenerated electron-hole pairs.

It has been proved that CDs exhibit high photocatalytic activity under UV irradiation with dominant properties such as water solubility, non-toxicity, and high chemical stability compared with conventional photocatalysts. Some recent studies have demonstrated the photocatalysis of CDs for the decomposition of ampicillin antibiotics [138], organic/industrial dyes [26], NO [132], naproxen [139], and tetracycline [140]. In addition, it has been proved that the interaction of plasma with water produces UV light sources and reactive oxygen species (ROS) radicals. These species function as reducing agents, which can decompose complex structures in wastewater, such as dye compounds [141]. Therefore, a combination of N-doped carbon quantum dots and plasma is strongly believed to synergistically affect the decomposition of complex compounds in wastewater.

Overall, N-doped carbon quantum dots have shown great potential as photocatalysts in wastewater treatment due to their unique properties and ability to enhance the photocatalytic activity of other materials. However, research is ongoing to further understand the mechanism of action of NCQDs as photocatalysts and to optimize their performance in wastewater treatment applications.

1.3.8.3. N-doped carbon quantum dots as theranostic agents in biomedical applications

N-doped carbon quantum dots (NCQDs) have been studied as theranostic agents in biomedical applications due to their unique properties, such as high biocompatibility, low toxicity, and strong fluorescence. These properties make NCQDs suitable for use as both diagnostic and therapeutic agents in the biomedical field.

Research has shown that NCQDs have potential applications as imaging agents for in vivo imaging and diagnostic imaging. NCQDs have been found to have high fluorescence intensity and strong near-infrared (NIR) absorption, making them suitable for deep-tissue imaging. They have also been found to be biocompatible and non-toxic, making them suitable for use in vivo. Furthermore, NCQDs have been
explored for their potential therapeutic applications. Research has shown that NCQDs have potential applications in cancer therapy due to their ability to generate reactive oxygen species (ROS) and their ability to act as a photosensitiser. NCQDs have been found to have high cytotoxicity against cancer cells and have been found to induce apoptosis in cancer cells.

Additionally, NCQDs have been found to have potential applications in drug delivery systems. NCQDs have been found to have high stability and a large surface area, making them suitable for use in drug delivery systems. They have also been found to protect the drugs from degradation and enhance drug efficacy.

One area of research is in the field of biosensing. NCQDs have been found to have high sensitivity and selectivity in detecting biomolecules, such as DNA and proteins, making them suitable for use in biosensing applications. They also have high stability and a large surface area, making them suitable for biosensing devices.

Another area of research is in the field of regenerative medicine. NCQDs have been found to have potential applications in stem cell labelling and tracking due to their biocompatibility and fluorescence properties. They have also been found to have potential applications in promoting the proliferation and differentiation of stem cells, making them suitable for use in regenerative medicine applications.

**Figure 11.** Potential applications of N-doped carbon quantum dots in biomedical applications (This figure is adapted from the original work [150], Copyright 2016 Elsevier Publishing)

It has been investigated that the wavelength range of carbon dots is from 330 nm to 475 nm. Reports have shown that carbon dots (CDs) possess high optical properties compared to other materials, such as quantum dots. In particular, strong fluorescence of carbon dots can be seen in blue and green to yellow (>460 nm). Unlike other traditional fluorescent materials, CDs show single-photon emission with down-
conversion fluorescence and two and multi-photon fluorescence emission with up-conversion fluorescence [142]. Based on such outstanding fluorescent properties, many studies indicated that carbon dots are one of the most effective theranostic agents in biomedical applications. Single photon fluorescence emission is used for imaging organs in living systems and cells in vitro [143]. Two-photon fluorescence emission is used for imaging live cells and tissues at different pH values [144]. Apart from their unique optical properties, CDs also possess some important features which make them an exceptional vehicle for fluorescence labelling and imaging: low toxicity [145], fairly good biocompatibility and permeability [146], weak interactions with proteins [147], resistance to swelling and photobleaching [148], low cost [149]. These features make them a solid base for diagnostics. N-doped carbon quantum dots are a new type of CDs in which nitrogen is doped onto the surface to enhance their optical properties [18]. In addition, the existence of -COOH and -NH$_2$ on the surface enables N-doped carbon quantum dots to conjugate with drugs for various disease treatments [86]. Therefore, it is strongly believed that N-doped carbon quantum dots are potential for theranostic applications.

Overall, N-doped carbon quantum dots have shown great potential as theranostic agents in biomedical applications (Figure 11) due to their unique properties, such as high biocompatibility, low toxicity, and strong fluorescence. They have many applications in imaging, therapy, and drug delivery systems. However, more research is needed to fully understand the mechanism of action of NCQDs as theranostic agents and to optimize their performance in biomedical applications.

1.4. Research aims and objectives

The primary aim of this thesis is to develop a new kind of microplasma to address the challenges associated with the large-scale production of N-fixation multifunctional N-doped carbon quantum dots (NCQD) for selected applications. A comprehensive literature review of the agricultural applications of NCQD was conducted. A comprehensive assessment of the current large-scale synthesis of NCQD in terms of substantivity was carried out using green chemistry and EcoScale metrics.

This research generally attempted to develop a new kind of microplasma reactor that can rationally design N-doped carbon quantum dots from folic acid (vitamin B9) for selected applications (nanopesticides and nanofertilizers). Large-scale synthesis of NCQD was also considered by the process intensification method. A deep insight into plasma catalysis in the production process characterised by optical emission spectroscopy was also concerned. From the recognized knowledge gaps in the microplasma synthesis of NCQD, the following research aims and objectives were developed:
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**Aim 1:** To understand the potentials of plasma-assisted synthesis of N-doped nanoparticles (NPs) for pesticidal applications in crops (Paper 1) comprehensively

- Objective 1: to provide perspectives of promising applications of N-doped NPs as emerging nanopesticides.
- Objective 2: to review the opportunities plasma-enabled NP technology offers for the scalable production of N-doped NPs based on a green, eco-friendly and sustainable approach.

**Aim 2:** To assess the overall sustainability of the up-to-date large-scale synthesis processes of nitrogen-doped carbon quantum dots (Paper 2)

- Objective 1: To have an overview of the state-of-the-art synthesis technologies of nitrogen-doped carbon quantum dots
- Objective 2: To assess all large-scale synthesis processes of nitrogen-doped carbon quantum dots using green chemistry, circular and EcoScale metrics.

**Aim 3:** To develop a rational design concept to synthesise nitrogen-doped carbon quantum dots from Vitamin B9 (Paper 3)

- Objective 1: To develop a rational design strategy for fabricating nitrogen-doped carbon quantum dots from Vitamin B9.
- Objective 2: To fabricate NCQD from the rational design concept using the kINPen®IND microplasma jet.
- Objective 3: To prove the potential of the rationally designed NCQD towards selected applications by physicochemical characterisation.

**Aim 4:** To prove and achieve the fundamental concept to govern the mass-based intensification by process design (Paper 4)

- Objective 1: To explore the KINPen®IND microplasma jet reactor to synthesise N-doped carbon nanodots from folic acid (Vitamin B9) in an aqueous solution.
- Objective 2: To optimise the plasma jet-liquid distance, metal-plasma interaction, and recycling towards mass-based intensification.
- Objective 3: To explore the mechanism of the microplasma synthesis of N-doped carbon quantum dots.
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**Aim 5:** To decipher plasma-catalysis in triphasic microplasma synthesis for N-doped carbon quantum dots from vitamin B9 via optical emission spectroscopy (Paper 5)

Objective 1: To optimise excited species formation in different plasma-liquid-solid process designs
Objective 2: To optimise metallic catalysts for the triphasic microplasma synthesis of N-doped carbon dots
Objective 3: To explore the mechanism of plasma-liquid-catalysts synthesis of N-doped carbon quantum dots.

**Aim 6:** intensify reactivity via bespoke transient hydrodynamics in a plasma-activated three-phase catalyst system for formation of N-doped carbon quantum dots (Paper 6)

Objective 1: To understand how the interface between the plasma and the liquid is deformed and how that might be utilised to increase mass transport.
Objective 2: To study the effect of diffusivity of the liquid reactant on the reaction rate by changing the liquid viscosity.
Objective 3: To investigate catalytic activity using metal flakes as bed.
1.5. Thesis outline

This PhD thesis is organized into 8 chapters: an introduction, a literature review (review paper), four other chapters adapted from the original research publications, and finally, a chapter of conclusions and suggested future research works. A summary of each chapter is given below (Figure 12).

![Figure 12. The overall outline of the dissertation with interdisciplinary research topics](image)

Chapter 1. Introduction. This chapter introduces the emerging issue in global food demand due to huge crop loss and unsustainable agriculture production. This chapter highlights the potential and promise of using nitrogen-fixation microplasma technology to produce high-quality multifunctional nanoparticles, which are keys for an agritech revolution to achieve a more sustainable and resilient agriculture. Finally, this chapter discusses the motivation of this research topic, current research gaps, and research aims.

Chapter 2. Literature review. In this chapter, N-doped ZnO and N-doped TiO$_2$ NPs will be introduced and reviewed as the first examples of these nanomaterials that have been successfully proven as nanopesticides. Following the first demonstration and the application of N-doped carbon dots (N-doped carbon quantum dots), various agricultural applications such as nanopesticides, pesticide nanocarriers, disease detection, and pest targeting will be reviewed, showing their enormous potential to be translated into real applications. The plasma technology comes into play when the focus is on the manufacturing process of these nanomaterials since, in pest control, producing high-quality nanopesticides is indispensable and challenging. The implementation of this technology and the introduction of N-doped NPs as new powerful pesticidal agents could make a significant impact on improved crop production.
Chapter 1. Introduction

The main contribution of this chapter is to provide perspectives of promising applications of N-doped NPs as emerging nanopesticides and a comprehensive overview on the opportunities that plasma-enabled NP technology offers for the scalable production of N-doped NPs based on a green, eco-friendly and sustainable approach.

Chapter 3. Sustainability assessment of various large-scale synthesis processes of N-doped carbon quantum dots. In this chapter, six of the most promising lab-scale synthesis process methodologies for N-doped carbon dots (NCDs) are selected and compared in terms of green chemistry and circular and EcoScale/Good-Manufacturing Practice metrics. I compared a new innovative route, the low-temperature plasma-enabled synthesis of carbon dots, e.g., from citric acid and monoethanolamine, to more-established literature processes, such as thermochemical processes, from the same or other materials. Along with this study, the advantages and disadvantages of each method are depicted in manifold sustainability facets. It is shown how recycling/reuse of unconverted starting materials and solvents can improve the sustainability profile. In addition, safety constraints, cost analysis, and energy consumption are considered. The analysis showed that the thermal process from citric acid and monoethanolamine gives the best performance concerning the sustainability assessment chosen here.

The main contribution of this chapter is to provide a comprehensive assessment of the most promising lab-scale synthesis process methodologies for N-doped carbon quantum dots to learn more about which of these methods are most promising for scaling-up and industrial manufacturing of N-doped carbon quantum dots.

Chapter 4. Process intensification for gram-scale synthesis of N-doped carbon quantum dots. In this chapter, the distance of the tip of the microplasma jet to the water surface is changed in three steps, named distant, contact, and deflection modes. As a further variation, the liquid volume is either stirred or unstirred and may contain glass beads or metal flakes. In this way, the mass transfer, hydrodynamics, and the electrical field are influenced and create the specific gas–liquid interface, possibly including plasma-catalytic effects. A thermofluidic analysis confirms a uniform temperature profile and a positive temperature effect on mass transfer. In this way, the research achieves process intensification, bringing the synthesis towards 1 g per day and maximising the intended performance and the photoluminescence intensity. Recycling further increases the mass yield via centrifugation. An analysis by optical emission spectroscopy reveals the formation of the plasma species from which a reaction mechanism is proposed.

The main contribution of this chapter is to achieve mass-based intensification by process design (the plasma jet–liquid distance, metal-plasma interaction, and recycling towards mass-based intensification).
Chapter 5. Rationally designed microplasma synthesis of N-doped carbon quantum dots for targeted applications. In this chapter, N-doped carbon quantum dots (NCQD) are rationally designed and synthesised, for the first time, from folic acid (Vitamin B9) by a non-thermal microplasma jet. The structural and analytical characterisation confirmed an average size of 3.1 nm for the synthesised NCQD with the multi-functional groups (–OH, –COOH, –NH2) on their surface. The TEM results indicated that the core of NCQD was a multilayered structure, including single-defected graphene sheets of graphitic nitrogen and pyrrolic nitrogen. In addition, the fluorescence performance and stability of the as-prepared NCQD were determined. The quantum yield of NCQD was 35%, which is relatively high, with a strong blue fluorescence.

The main contribution of this chapter is to provide a new conceptual strategy to rationally design and synthesise the desirable for three main applications (nanopesticides, water purification, and theranostic treatment).

Chapter 6. Insight into plasma-catalysis in triphasic microplasma synthesis for N-doped carbon quantum dots. In this chapter, as an analytical method, optical emission spectroscopy (OES) investigations are appropriate to investigate the mechanism of how a plasma(−heterogeneous) catalyst in a multiphase reaction may affect the fabrication of NCQD from Vitamin B9. Seven steps are proposed for the reaction mechanism to yield the N-doped quantum dots. The temperature at the plasma-liquid-catalyst interface was lower than 25 °C, as determined by IR imaging.

The contribution of this study is to understand the plasma-catalytic effect under the microplasma multiphase design and vice versa, to understand the multiphase design better. The key of this research is to determine and advance multiphase hydrodynamics and reaction by shaping a characteristic surface profile via deep penetration of the plasma jet into the liquid volume.

Chapter 7. Stagnant Liquid Layer as “Microreaction System” in Submerged Plasma Micro-Jet for Formation of Carbon Quantum Dots. This study aims to improve reactivity in a plasma-activated three-phase catalyst system using bespoke transient hydrodynamics. Existing three-phase plasma systems are poorly designed, understood, and not commercially available. The study evaluated N-doped carbon quantum dots as fertilizers and wastewater treatment using a commercial plasma system generating a plasma microjet. The plasma can penetrate the catalyst bed via the stagnant thin liquid film and polarize the plasma-liquid interface, resulting in an increased reaction rate by reducing the solvent's viscosity and increasing liquid component diffusivity towards the catalyst bed.
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The contribution of this study is to understand how the interface between the plasma and the liquid is deformed and how that might be utilised to increase mass transport. Then, this will be further studied in gas-liquid-solid microplasma process to investigate for catalytic activity to the synthesis reaction.

Chapter 8. Conclusion, challenges, and perspectives. This chapter provides the summary of this thesis by highlighting the main findings obtained from the results. Next, this chapter discusses the possible future directions for employing this work.

1.6. Budget and Research Funding

All costs of experiments, accessories, equipment, chemicals, conference and travel in this research were financially supported based on the Joint PhD Award between Adelaide and Warwick University under the umbrella of the project “Surface-COnfined fast-modulated Plasma for process and Energy intensification in small molecules conversion” (SCOPE).

1.7. Thesis Editing & Format

The thesis entitled “A new kind of microplasma for nitrogen-fixation multifunctional nanoparticle synthesis towards selected applications” has been prepared as a portfolio of publications based on the requirements of The University of Adelaide. The printed and online versions of this thesis are identical.
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Chapter 2

Literature review

After introducing the importance of nitrogen-fixation microplasma technology to generate advanced engineered multifunctional nanoparticles and their potential in agricultural applications to meet the high global food demand from the previous chapter. This second chapter will introduce a comprehensive overview and perspectives of promising applications of N-doped NPs as emerging nanopesticides and the opportunities which plasma-enabled NP technology offers for the scalable production of N-doped NPs based on a green, eco-friendly and sustainable approach.

The outcome of this chapter has been published as a review paper in “Reaction Chemistry & Engineering” journal as follows:

Pho, Q.H., Losic, D., Ostrikov, K.K., Tran, N.N. and Hessel, V., 2020. Perspectives on plasma-assisted synthesis of N-doped nanoparticles as nanopesticides for pest control in crops. Reaction Chemistry & Engineering, 5(8), pp.1374-1396. (Q1, IF = 5.2)" <Link>
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Chapter 3

Sustainability assessment of various large-scale synthesis processes of NCQDs

In this chapter, a comprehensive literature review of the up-to-date gram-scale synthesis methods of N-doped carbon quantum dots to collect operational parameters for analysis. Then, green chemistry and circular and EcoScale/Good-Manufacturing-Practice metrics were used to compare all synthesis methods comprehensively. Along with this study, the advantages and disadvantages of each method are depicted in manifold sustainability facets. It is shown how recycling/reuse of unconverted starting materials and solvents can improve the sustainability profile. In addition, safety constraints, cost analysis, and energy consumption are considered.

This chapter has been published as a research paper in “ACS Sustainable Chemistry and Engineering” journal as follows:
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Chapter 4

Process intensification for gram scale synthesis of NCQDs

The results from Chapter 3 indicate that microplasma is one of the most sustainable methods in terms of energy efficiency while lacking mass efficiency. Chapter 4 focuses on mass-based intensification by process design to overcome this research gap. First, the distance of the tip of the microplasma jet to the water surface is changed in three steps, named distant, contact, and deflection modes. As a further variation, the liquid volume is either stirred or unstirred and may contain glass beads or metal flakes. In this way, the mass transfer, hydrodynamics, and the electrical field are influenced and create the specific gas–liquid interface, possibly including plasma-catalytic effects. A thermofluidic analysis confirms a uniform temperature profile and a positive temperature effect on mass transfer. By doing this way, the research achieves process intensification.

This chapter has been published as a research paper in “Chemical Engineering Journal” as follows:
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Chapter 5

Rationally designed microplasma synthesis of NCQDs for targeted applications

After successfully achieving the mass-based intensification for the microplasma synthesis of N-doped carbon quantum dots, the innovative contribution of this chapter is to provide a new conceptual strategy to rationally design and synthesise the desirable for three main applications (nanopesticides, water purification, and theranostic treatment). N-doped carbon quantum dots (NCQD) were rationally designed and synthesised, for the first time, from folic acid (Vitamin B9) by a non-thermal microplasma jet. Then, the morphology, size, crystallographic structure, and photoluminescence of the as-prepared NCQD, which plays a key role in selected applications, were investigated by various analytical characterisations such as HR, TEM, XPS, $^1$HNMR, XRD, FTIR, UV-Vis, Raman spectroscopy, etc. Finally, The Derjaguin, Landau, Vervey, and Overbeek (DLVO) theory is conducted to understand their colloidal behaviours.
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Abstract

Multiphase plasma catalysis is applied to fabricate N-doped carbon quantum dots by exposing a submerged plasma jet deep into a small liquid volume with the precursor and catalytic alloy flakes. Optical emission spectroscopy at the plasma-liquid-catalyst interface was used to investigate and understand the reaction mechanism, particularly the role of the plasma catalysis effect. Depending on the penetration depth of the jet, defining its contact with the liquid medium and the catalyst just underneath in a generic hydrodynamic regime, the deepest penetration, the ‘deflection mode’, generated more positively charged species from the metal catalyst. The bimetallic catalyst Ni80Cr20 demonstrated the strongest effect, which is correlated to the highest electric potential among the three alloy catalysts investigated. Seven steps are proposed for the reaction mechanism to yield the N-doped quantum dots. The temperature at the plasma-liquid-catalyst interface was lower than 25 °C, as determined by IR imaging. Nonetheless, notable water evaporation happens at the surface surrounded by highly convective phases.

Keywords: nonthermal microplasma, N-doped quantum carbon dots, optical emission spectroscopy, plasma catalysis, multiphase reaction
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Highlights

- Optical emission spectroscopy at the plasma-liquid-catalyst interface was used to investigate and understand the reaction mechanism, particularly the role of the plasma catalysis effect.
- The deepest penetration, the 'deflection mode', generated more positively charged species from the metal catalyst.
- The bimetallic catalyst Ni$_{80}$Cr$_{20}$ demonstrated the strongest effect, which is correlated to the highest electric potential among the three alloy catalysts investigated.
- The temperature at the plasma-liquid-catalyst interface was lower than 25 °C, as determined by IR imaging.
- Seven steps are proposed for the reaction mechanism to yield the N-doped quantum dots.
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1. Introduction

Since their initial discovery in 2004, carbon dots (CD) have attracted attention in research for various potential applications due to their unique properties, such as low toxicity, biocompatibility, water solubility, and excellent optical properties [1-3]. N-doped carbon quantum dots (NCQD) have the potential as multifunctional nanopesticides (pesticide nanocarriers [4], pesticides [5], pathogen targeting [6], and phytopathogen detecting [7]), are considered as a tool of the “agri-tech revolution” [8], which aims to enhance crop efficiency and meet the growing global demands for food [8, 9]. Extensive research studies on N-doped carbon quantum dots have been conducted, reporting a large number of diverse structures of this nanomaterial class with distinct properties, made via various synthetic techniques [10], including laser ablation [11], arc discharge [12], hydrothermal [13], pyrolysis [14], solvothermal [15] and ultrasonic [16] processing. Those manufacturing technologies differ in sustainability. In our previous research, green chemistry, circular and ecoScale metrics were used to assess those methods, which are common to judge sustainability for industrial-scale production of chemical processes [17], in particular in the pharmaceutical industry with similarly high-quality needs for functional nanomaterials. Among the six NCQD manufacturing routes, plasma synthesis had the best energy efficiency while lacking in mass efficiency [17]; meaning it does not have the productivity as the other processes, typically run in macroscopic reactors, whereas the plasma considered was a tiny jet. Alike for microchannels, small reaction volumes do not inhibit productivity. Striving for process intensification to overcome the problem of low productivity of jet microplasmas, we designed a genuine process around enhancing mass transport in intensified gas (plasma)–liquid regimes and the facilitation of catalysis on metal particles in the liquid microvolume, achieving gram-scale synthesis, which is significant for a tailored nanomaterial [18]. This study will provide a closer look at the fundamentals to better understand plasma catalysis in a multiphase processing mode, including deciphering plasma–excited species and their reaction mechanism. This is motivated by our recent finding that the photoluminescence of the as-prepared NCQD increases by 18.4% in the presence of metal flakes as catalysts [18]. This evidence indicates a research gap in how these metal catalysts interact with plasma to enhance the production efficiency of NCQD. The impact of this study is underlined by recent reports about the progress of plasma catalytic processes, for example, on the conversion of light hydrocarbons [19], CO2 [20], and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) [21]. Meng et al. developed a process combining nonthermal plasma with a photocatalyst to improve product yield and limit coke formation in a simulated natural gas conversion to C6–C9 branched-chain paraffins [22]. Ahmad et al. used a Ni/Al2O3 catalyst for the methanation of CO2. The plasma-catalytic process achieved similar conversions and selectivities at lower temperatures than the thermal
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process [23]. Erik et al. also mentioned that plasma catalytic processes are already a highly successful approach for the small-scale fabrication of expensive materials such as CNTs [24-26] or inorganic nanowires [27, 28]. This evidences that the plasma-catalysis effect is also key in fabricating NCQD from folic acid (vitamin B9). However, the underlying plasma-catalyst effect and mechanism in the formation of NCDQ are unclear, which is tackled in this study.

For this reason, this study aims to understand the plasma-catalytic effect under that microplasma multiphase design and vice versa, to understand the multiphase design better. As an analytical method, optical emission spectroscopy (OES) investigations are appropriate to investigate the mechanism of how a plasma-(heterogeneous) catalyst in a multiphase reaction may affect the fabrication of NCQD from Vitamin B9. The key of our experiment is to determine and advance multiphase hydrodynamics and reaction by shaping a characteristic surface profile via deep penetration of the plasma jet into the liquid volume ('crater'). The jet can reach down to the bed of heterogeneous catalysts, metallic flakes, which are static, while exposed to a plasma flow field of very high velocity and drag force. The jet may likely contact both the thin liquid layer and the catalyst, meaning a genuine tri-phase process design possibly is generated, which is new to the literature and magnified by miniature dimensions, coined as 'micro-plasma'. Subtle details need a better understanding, e.g., how the fine droplet spray that has been detected under such conditions [29, 30], can add to reaction advancement.

2. Materials and methodology

2.1. Reactor configuration and experimental setup

Our experimental design is inspired by the concept of high-intensity gas-liquid reactors with powerful gas jets, which are known to improve phase mixing [31]. A high-velocity impinging flow reactor was developed to enter a small reactor volume and travel in counter current. Guided by a small nozzle, the gas and liquid streams meet in a small reactor volume, leading to a highly turbulent distribution of the gas phase in the liquid. The formation and collapse of gas bubbles enhance substance exchange. Another high-intensity gas-liquid reactor design consists of a pump, an orifice, a vertical tube coaxial with the orifice, and a baffle plate [31]. The pump creates a downward vertical jet of liquid through the orifice, creating a gas-liquid dispersion in the tube. The two-phase jet is directed onto a baffle near the bottom of the tank and distributed throughout the liquid. The liquid is drawn under the baffle plate and recycled.

Our experimental design follows these high-intensity gas-liquid reactor concepts but should be simplified. It means that the plasma gas phase exists over long distances, which is difficult to achieve. Instead, we use a micro-plasma jet aimed at the liquid (Figure 1). We also withhold flow feedback for repeated gas-liquid interactions, as single contact is better shown to be fundamental for the process intensification [32].
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Figure 1. Reactor configurations and experimental setup of the synthesis process of NCQD.

The reactor configuration and experimental synthesis process were adopted from previous studies [31]. Simply put, the synthesis reactor consists of two parts: (1) A kINPen® IND microplasma jet with dimensions 105 × 180 × 330 mm (H × W × D) was purchased from Neoplas GmbH, Germany, and (2) a 9 mm open glass reactor was used in our study with designed and manufactured in-house 15mm (W × H) dimensions. A 110 VAC (50 Hz) power supply is connected to the kINPen® IND microplasma jet. A continuous gas stream of Ar (99.9%) was connected to the microplasma nozzle. A stable microplasma stream with a length of 1 cm was formed under Ar gas flow and a control pressure of 3 bar. To understand the reaction mechanism, we installed an optical fibre in the plasma-liquid-catalyst interface and detected the reactive species generated from the microplasma. The general synthetic procedure is also described in Figure 1. Briefly, a folic acid (FA) solution (0.1 g/mL) as a starting carbon source was obtained by dissolving 2 g of folic acid (98%) in 20 mL of NaHCO$_3$ (0.5 M) as a solvent, resulting in an orange colour and prepared by stirring until the solution was evenly mixed. Then 1 ml of FA solution (0.1 mg/ml) was transferred to the open reactor and treated under microplasma with 0.5 g of various metal flakes (Sn coated Cu, Ni$_{90}$Ni$_{10}$, and Ni$_{80}$Cr$_{20}$) as catalysts.

2.2. Optical emission spectroscopy analysis

Optical emission spectroscopy (OES) is an essential technique for the multi-element analysis of various materials. This technology monitors the levels of various chemicals and trace elements in the environment and determines the composition of solids, liquids and gases. In optical emission spectroscopy, electrical energy is applied as a spark, created between an electrode and a metal sample, driving vapourised atoms into a high-energy state in a so-called 'discharge plasma'. Plasma emissions with different flow velocities generated by the atmospheric pressure of the plasma jet system were recorded. The resulting spectral distribution was plotted as amplitude versus wavelength. The
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Emissions spectra of the synthesis reaction of NCQDs under microplasma were recorded using the OES technique. The spectrum consists of several characteristic spectral lines of specific atoms and ions of Ar. In this study, to observe the signals of nickel ions, the emission spectra were measured using an HR2000 + E.S. spectrometer (Ocean Optics, Inc.) during the reaction process (Figure 1).

2.2.1. Reaction setup
To carry out the OES measurements in the synthesis reaction of NCQDs, a 400-µm-in-diameter glass optical fibre with a length of 1 meter was connected to an HR2000 + E.S. spectrometer (Ocean Optics, Inc.). This optical fibre functions as a detection probe. The HR2000 + E.S. spectrometer was then connected to a computer where Oceanview 2.0.8 software was installed for data recording and control. Briefly, in each OES measurement, the optical fibre was positioned and fixed by a holder at a distance of 1 mm above the plasma-liquid-catalyst interface. The OES signal was recorded in a dark room to avoid systematic errors due to the noise from the visible light background. All spectra were recorded in the wavelength range 200 nm to 1000 nm, with an integration time of 100 ms and averaged over 20 measurements per spectrum. The experimental measurements were triplicated to avoid systematic errors.

2.2.2. Validating various bimetallic catalysts on fabrication reaction of NCQDs
In this study, different types of multi-element metal catalysts (Sn-coated Cu, Cu_{90}Ni_{10}, and Ni_{80}Cr_{20}) were used to understand better the effect of plasma catalysis on the NCQDs synthesis. The experimental design for NCQDs plasma-assisted microplasma synthesis is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Experimental configuration of plasma-assisted microplasma synthesis of NCQD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Distant</th>
<th>Contact</th>
<th>Deflection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plasma length</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>10 mm</td>
<td>4 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalyst size</td>
<td>500 µm</td>
<td>500 µm</td>
<td>500 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalyst layer thickness</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>0.5 g</td>
<td>0.5 g</td>
<td>0.5 g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Electric potential analysis of bimetallic catalysts
Electric potential is created between two dissimilar metals in an electrochemical reaction. This potential measures the energy per unit charge available from the oxidation/reduction reactions to drive the reaction. It is customary to visualise the cell reaction in terms of two half-reactions, an oxidation half-reaction and a reduction half-reaction. The electrochemical potentials of the catalysts can be calculated as follows (1):

$$E^{0}_{\text{Catalyst}} = E^{0}_{\text{Oxidation}} - E^{0}_{\text{Reduction}}$$

(1)
2.4. Thermal Imaging using FLIR camera and surface profile

Regarding thermal imaging, a FLIR camera was set up to capture the thermal graphs of pure plasma, plasma-Ni$_{80}$Cr$_{20}$, and plasma-liquid-Ni$_{80}$Cr$_{20}$ interaction, by infrared imaging. The camera captured images of the reactor to reproduce the liquid surface profile. The plasma-liquid-catalyst interface was re-drawn by Adobe Photoshop 2020 software. These surface curves are digitalised for further surface profile investigation.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Setting of thin liquid layer and plasma-liquid-catalyst interfaces

As the main motivation, we aimed to advance multiphase plasma design to promote phase-physical properties and fluid/interfacial transport for chemical reactions. The chemical engineering literature often overlooks the plasma pre-determination of process design. Microfluidic operation and flow chemistry [33-37], have proven to be particularly beneficial in the defined process setting and to intensify reactions. Our process design is driven by the microfluidic microplasma [35]. Micro-scale phenomena have been reported in plasma processing, including their impact on Brownian motion gas-liquid, ‘multiphase’) [38] and thermophoresis, selective particle movement along a temperature gradient [39].

As second motivation, our experiments are inspired by OES's reported monitoring effectiveness to steer multiphase plasma reactions [40] Aadim et al. reported that changing the gas flow can change the emission intensity, which means that the number of excited species can be tuned [40].

Figure 2. Generic configurations of the microplasma jet-liquid system at different operational modes with various metal catalysts.
We choose three generic configurations for positioning the plasma jet relative to the liquid surface (Figure 2). In the 'distant' position, the most protruding part, the tip of the microplasma jet, does not contact the liquid surface but rather generates only a small crater. The reaction is assumed to be essentially gas-liquid. It is believed to have little effect on liquid-phase hydrodynamics and mass transfer. In the 'contact' position, we emulate the high-intensity gas-liquid reactor, as reported on a macroscopic scale by Wild et al. [31]. The plasma jet penetrates deeper, forming a liquid film above the catalyst surface. In the "deflection" position, it emulates a "fast impinging jet reactor", a plasma reactor configuration proposed by Botes [32]. The liquid film is further thinned, the diameter of the plasma jet hitting the liquid is larger, and the plasma might penetrate the catalyst. The plasma jet is maximally harshly re-directed, creating a turbulence plasma-gas phase and potentially inducing recirculation of the bulk liquid to support the transport of folic acid reactant to the film reaction zone and transport of carbon quantum dots out of it in the bulk liquid volume. What is expected is a multiphase system with the continuous renewal of the interface, possibly assisted by the generation and breakup of small droplets from the water surface, following the literature report [41].

### 3.1.1. Shaping surface profile by metallic flake catalysts

The plasma jet in the deflection mode is stopped at the metal (Ni$_{80}$Cr$_{20}$) flakes interface surrounded by a liquid, giving rise to a different surface profile than water alone, Figure 3. Thus, the flakes drain a liquid microvolume with a large specific interface to the plasma. This phenomenon is not given for the pure water phase. The metal flakes are needed for their catalytic function and to entrain the reaction solvent in a stationary bed by wetting and shaping the multiphase reaction design. Both 'deflection impingement' with and without flakes demonstrates the formation of a deep crater, which is only possible in a microvolume and would not occur with a conventional laboratory beaker size, e.g. 50 or 100 ml, and/or a larger plasma jet.

![Figure 3](image_url)  
Figure 3. Surface profile of reaction liquid (folic acid) in the presence of Ni$_{80}$Cr$_{20}$ as compared with water surface with or without plasma at the deflection mode
3.2. Optimising argon ion and water-related excited species concentration at the plasma-liquid interface

The key is generating the right reactive species in great amounts and with high solubility, as the reaction is supposed to be mediated by the liquid phase.

Microfluidic operation is known to complete reactions in seconds which may otherwise take others. Thus, the first reaction experiment is motivated by maximising the number of reactive species per time. We assumed that the argon flow rate correlates with that, meaning the higher, the more reactive species. Our plasma system allows 2 and 3 sccm argon flow rate settings.

Figure 4. OES analysis of the flow-rate influence at (a) 2 sccm and (b) 3 sccm on the intensity of positively charged species in reaction at the plasma-liquid interface of the synthesis reaction of NCQD with the presence of Ni80Cr20 catalysts, as compared with modelled positively charged species (using Specair software)
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OES analysis was used for a semi-quantitative determination of the ionised species, as proposed by Bruggeman et al. [42]. Their intensity close to the plasma-liquid interface is higher at an argon flow rate of 2 sccm than that at a flow rate of 3 sccm, Figure 4 and Figure S1. The impact of longer residence time is more relevant than providing more reactive species. The OES spectrum at 2 sccm (Figure 4a) and 3 sccm (Figure 4b) detects a major share of N$_2$ C-B. The simulated N$_2$ 0-0 band (337 nm) is narrower than measured, and the left wing of N$_2$ 0-0 band is broader. This is explained by the measured gas temperature $T_{gas}$ at the 2 sccm and 3 sccm being higher than as simulated at 700 K, which would raise the left wing.

The presence of N$_2$ C-B is because a protective shield was not used to avoid air entrapment to our reaction. Intentionally, we wanted to use N$_2$ from the air as an abundant source (78% in air) to be ionised by Ar$^+$ species to form primary N$_2$+ species and other secondary ionised nitrogen species.

Besides Ar$^+$ as the primary reaction species of the plasma, oxygen-containing species such as OH• (309 nm) have to be considered as secondary reactive species from the reaction medium, water. Their concentration is higher at the 2 sccm argon flow rate, consistent with a higher Ar$^+$ concentration.

Bruggeman et al. reported that a stream of positively charged ions is generated in a plasma jet and bombarded into the plasma-liquid-catalyst interface, causing various reactions [43], given in the equations (2), (3), (4), and (5).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ar} & \quad + \quad \text{hv} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Ar}^+ \quad + \quad \text{e}^- \quad \quad (2) \\
\text{N}_2 & \quad + \quad \text{e}^- \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{N}_2^+ \quad + \quad \text{e}^- \quad \quad (3) \\
\text{N}_2^+ & \quad + \quad \text{O}_2 \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{N}_2 \quad + \quad 2\text{O}^* \quad \quad (4) \\
\text{H}_2\text{O} & \quad + \quad \text{hv} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{OH}^* \quad + \quad \text{H}^+ \quad \quad (5)
\end{align*}
\]

These generated reactive species (Ar$^+$, N$_2^+$, O$^*$, OH•) can easily penetrate through the liquid surface because their potential energy is large compared to any activation energy barrier (such as surface tension) required to enter the liquid. So cations are mostly immediately solvated when striking the liquid [44]. In addition, these ionised reactive species carry high energy, which can cause reactions at the interface by breaking down the chemical bonding of folic acid in the liquid phase [44].

3.3. Excited species formation in different plasma-liquid-solid process designs

Our previous studies reported the impact of operational modes of the microplasma jet towards the production of NCQD throughout the photoluminescence performance [18]. In this study, we introduced the OES analysis approach to understand better how the operational modes influence the intensity of ionised Ar gases at the surface interface of plasma-liquid. The position of the jet was adjusted towards the bottom of the reactors at a flow rate of 2 sccm, as described in Figure 2. The intensity of ionised Ar gases
at the plasma-liquid-catalyst interface of the synthesis reaction of NCQD (from NIST atomic spectra database lines data) was recorded at distant, contact, and deflection mode (Figure 5).

Figure 5. OES spectra of NCQD synthesis at various operational modes with the intensity of ionised Ar gases recorded from OES spectra at the plasma-liquid-catalyst interface (kINPen®IND microplasma jet, 25 °C, 0.1 g/mL folic acid solution, 0.5 g Ni$_{80}$Cr$_{20}$, 99.99 % Ar gas at 2 sccm).

Figure 5 shows that when shifting the ‘distant mode’ to ‘deflection mode’, the intensity of Ar$^+$ species increases significantly. In particular, the highest intensity of ionised Ar gases produced at the plasma-liquid-catalyst interface was recorded at “deflection” mode, which was nearly 4-fold higher than that at “distant mode”. This can be explained by the fact that once the distance of the jet is adjusted closer to the metal layer at the reactor bottom (Figure 2), the morphology of the plasma and plasma-liquid interface becomes unstable or oscillated due to enhanced mixing, convection, and the dissipation of energy into the liquid [45]. Bruggeman et al. reported that external forces associated with plasma production could significantly perturb the surface of the liquid and metal surface at the plasma-liquid-solid interface [43, 46, 47]. Energetic particles at the interface, both charged and uncharged, bombard the surface stronger [48, 49]. Electric fields resulting from the applied voltage and space charge can physically distort the surface [50, 51]. The interaction of streamers at the interface can also be a source of acoustic energy or even shock waves. These acoustic processes can drive radical production at the plasma-liquid interface or even within the bulk liquid [43]. As a result, the highest intensity of Ar$^+$ species can be detected in the ‘deflection mode’. These instabilities may explain enhanced diffusion leading to in-volume mixing.

After penetrating through the liquid surface, Ar$^+$ and positively charged ions will cause the decomposition of folic acid into reactive fragments. It can be explained that at “deflection” mode, there is a bulk gas convection associated with plasma, leading to the convection in the liquid with speeds of several cm.s$^{-1}$,
sufficient to dominate over diffusion. The moving gas’s shear stress caused this induced liquid flow at the interface. Therefore, it can be concluded that the “deflection” mode is the most effective for reactive species transfer from the plasma into the liquid in this reaction.

### 3.4. Catalyst investigations

#### 3.4.1. Optimising electric potential of bimetallic catalysts

We use metallic flakes of rod shape with mm length and diameter. Knowing from the literature that pure metals (copper) were not optimal for producing carbon quantum dots, we decided to investigate metal alloys. It is known that the electric potential determines the charge transfer capacity [52], and we hypothesised that it might impact the catalytic activity. Alloys provide a smart way to adjust this. This strategy may not only define the electric environment of the heterogeneous catalyst surface but also advance the capacity of the flakes to transfer charged ions from and to the microplasma source, adding homogeneous catalysts.

Metallic flakes have been used in heterogeneous catalyses, such as Pd–Cu alloy as acetylene hydrogenation catalysts [53] and Cu–Ni alloy heterogeneous catalysis water dissociation [54]. To our best knowledge, flakes have not been used in plasma catalysis.

The electric potentials of Sn–coated Cu, Cu\textsubscript{90}Ni\textsubscript{10}, and Ni\textsubscript{80}Cr\textsubscript{20} were computed as follows, using the equations (8), (9), and (10).

\[
E_{\text{Sn/Cu}}^0 = E_{\text{Cu}^{2+}\text{Cu}}^0 - E_{\text{Sn}^{2+}\text{Sn}}^0 = (+0.34)(0.99) - (-0.14)(0.01) = +0.338 \text{ (V)}
\]  

\[
E_{\text{Ni/Cu}}^0 = E_{\text{Cu}^{2+}\text{Cu}}^0 - E_{\text{Ni}^{2+}\text{Ni}}^0 = (+0.34)(0.9) - (-0.25)(0.1) = +0.331 \text{ (V)}
\]  

\[
E_{\text{Cr/Ni}}^0 = E_{\text{Ni}^{2+}\text{Ni}}^0 - E_{\text{Cr}^{3+}\text{Cr}}^0 = (-0.25)(0.8) - (-0.75)(0.2) = +0.350 \text{ (V)}
\]

Ni\textsubscript{80}Cr\textsubscript{20} has the highest electric potential with +0.350 (V), as compared to Cu\textsubscript{90}Ni\textsubscript{10} with 0.331 (V) and Sn-coated Cu with 0.338 (V). Electrochemistry in Ni\textsubscript{80}Cr\textsubscript{20} is supposed to be facilitated as compared to Cu\textsubscript{90}Ni\textsubscript{10} and Sn-coated Cu. This also agrees with the results in Figure 6 that the microplasma changed the surface structure of Ni\textsubscript{80}Cr\textsubscript{20}, leading to enhanced catalytic activity.

The structure and components of these catalysts in Figure 6c also explain that Ni is more reactive in electrochemical series than Sn, Cr, and Cu. Therefore, Ni can be easily ionised by charged ions from the plasma to form Ni (I) and Ni (II) ions. On the other, Cu is considered less active than its element counterparts, meaning that its ionisation capacity is much less than Ni, Sn, and Cr. In addition, Cu accounts for a major part of Sn-coated Cu (99.99%) and Cu\textsubscript{90}Ni\textsubscript{10} (90%) (Figure 6a and Figure 6b). Therefore, the catalytic surface of these two materials is less activated in terms of electrochemistry.
3.4.2. Copper-based bimetallic catalyst

It has been demonstrated that Cu nanoparticles may act as a catalyst for carbon nanotube growth. Still, growing carbon nanomaterials directly on bulk Cu is only possible with an additional catalyst [55, 56]. Copper is a poor catalyst for carbon nanomaterials growth like CNTs, with smaller activity catalysing the decomposition of carbon stocks and lower carbon solubility [57]. In this study, Sn and Ni were used to add assumed advantageous electric properties to copper, see 3.1., in the form of coated Cu and Cu$_{90}$Ni$_{10}$ catalysts, respectively [58, 59].

The bimetallic catalyst, Sn-coated Cu catalysis, has been reported to control the surface electronic state and binding energy in the electrocatalysis [60]. The introduction of Sn species in Cu changes the surface selectivity of the catalysts. As a result, the Cu–Sn bimetallic surface exhibited a highly selective and stable catalytic performance [61]. As Sn does not possess d-vacancies in their electron configuration, the Cu–Sn bimetallic catalysts have negligible affinity for carbon [62].

In the excited state, elemental lines of Cu and Sn were detected after exposure to plasma, Figure 7a and Figure 7b. The electron transition at the excited state is described in Table 2, using NIST atomic spectra database [15]. In particular, various typical peaks of Cu (I) at the excited state can be observed, which generates d-vacancies in their electron configuration, such as 507 nm, 516 nm, 456 nm, 521nm, and 573 nm [d$^9$(3D)$_4$s$^4$p$^4$(3P$^0$) → 3d$^9$s$_4$(5D)$_5$s]. In comparison, peaks at 296 nm [3d$^9$(3D)$_4$s$^4$p$^4$(5P$^0$) → 3d$^9$s$_4$(3D)$_5$d] and 298 nm [3d$^9$s$^2$ → 3d$^9$(3D)$_4$s$^4$p$^4$(5P$^0$)] are attributed to Cu (II). The typical peaks of Sn (II) at the excited state after exposure to plasma can also be observed at 556 nm [5s$^2$6p 2P$^0$ → 5s$^2$6d$_2$D] and 289 nm [5s$^2$5p$^3$ → 5s$^2$5p$^6$d]. Sn does not play an important role as a catalyst. However, Sn is introduced into Sn-
coated Cu to receive electrons from the d-orbital of Cu, leading to the generation of d-vacancies under microplasma treatment.

Figure 7. Detailed OES analysis of NCQD synthesis reaction using Sn coated Cu (a,b) and Cu$_{90}$Ni$_{10}$ (c) under kINPen®IND microplasma jet at various operational modes with Ar flow rate of 2 sccm.

Previous studies demonstrated that Ni metals are a good catalyst candidate as they possess d-vacancies in their electron configuration [62-64]. Therefore, introducing Ni into Cu to form Cu$_{90}$Ni$_{10}$ can also enhance the catalytic activity of pure Cu metals. The results in Figure 6c expressed Cu and Sn elemental lines at the excited state after exposure to plasma. The electron transition at the excited state is described in Table 2, using NIST atomic spectra database [15]. Figure 6c showed typical peaks of Ni (I) at 450 nm, 465 nm, and 472 nm [3d$^8$(2D)4p $\rightarrow$ 3d$^8$4s(3F)5s], while typical peaks of Cu (II) can be observed at 441 nm [3d$^9$(3D$^{5/2}$)4d $\rightarrow$ 3d$^9$(3D$^{5/2}$)6p], 457 nm [3d$^9$(2D)4s4p(3P$^0$) $\rightarrow$ 3d$^9$4s(3D)5s], 476 nm [3d8(3F)4s4p(3P$^0$) $\rightarrow$ 3d9(2D3/2)5d]. In addition, typical peaks of Cu (I) can be observed at 507 nm, 516 nm, 456 nm, 521 nm, and 573 nm [d$^9$(2D)4s4p(3P$^0$) $\rightarrow$ 3d$^9$4s(3D)5s], 578 nm [3d$^9$s$^2$ $\rightarrow$ 3d$^9$4p].
Table 2. Summary of emission lines of Sn-coated Cu and Cu_{90}Ni_{10} from OES spectra

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ions</th>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>Wavelength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cu (I)</td>
<td>3d^{10}4p → 3d^{10}4d</td>
<td>515 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3d^{10}(D)4s4p(3P°) → 3d^{10}4s(3D)5s</td>
<td>516 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3d94s^2 → 3d^{10}4p</td>
<td>570 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3d^{10}(D)4s4p(3P°) → 3d^{10}4s(3D)5s</td>
<td>507 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3d^{10}(D)4s4p(3P°) → 3d^{10}4s(3D)5s</td>
<td>521 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3d^{10}(D)4s4p(3P°) → 3d^{10}4s(3D)5s</td>
<td>573 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3d^{10}4s^2 → 3d^{10}4p</td>
<td>578 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu (II)</td>
<td>3d^{10}(D^2)4s4p(3P°) → 3d^{10}(D^2)5d</td>
<td>298 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3d^{10}(D)4s4p(3P°) → 3d^{10}(D^2)5d</td>
<td>296 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sn (II)</td>
<td>5s^26p 2P° → 5s^26dD</td>
<td>556 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5s^25d 4D → 5s^24f</td>
<td>558 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5s^25p^2 → 5s^25p6s</td>
<td>563 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5s^25p6s → 5s^25p4f</td>
<td>575 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5s^25d 4D → 5s^24f</td>
<td>579 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5s^25p^2 → 5s^25p6s</td>
<td>270 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5s^25p^2 → 5s^25p6s</td>
<td>283 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5s^25p^2 → 5s^25p6d</td>
<td>289 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni (I)</td>
<td>3d^{1}(F)4p → 3d^{1}4(F)5s</td>
<td>450 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3d^{1}(F)4s4p(3P°) → 3d^{1}4s(3F)5s</td>
<td>465 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3d^{1}(F)4s4p(3P°) → 3d^{1}4s(3F)5s</td>
<td>472 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be concluded that the introduction of Sn and Ni metals can enhance the catalytic activity of Cu under plasma treatment. In addition, it can be seen in Figure 7 that increasing the distance of the jet to the “deflection” mode leads to a significant increase in the intensity of typical peaks with an election transition to the excited state, which then increases a negligible affinity for carbon species. At this position, the surface of Sn-coated Cu and Cu_{90}Ni_{10} bimetallic catalysts is more catalytically activated by the stream of charged particles in plasma.

3.4.3. Ni-based bimetallic catalyst

Ni_{80}Cr_{20} is a Ni-based bimetallic catalyst and alternative to Cu-based catalysts for the fabrication of NCQD. Unlike its copper counterpart, Ni is considered a transition metal with many d-vacancies in its electron configuration [62]. They have a high negligible affinity to attract reactive carbon species into their surface
to form intermediate binding between metal-carbon [65]. In this study, Cr is introduced into Ni to form Ni$_{80}$Cr$_{20}$, where Ni accounts for 80% of the mass.

**Figure 8.** Detailed OES analysis NCQD synthesis reaction using nichrome catalyst under kINPen®IND microplasma jet at various operational modes with Ar flow rate of 2 sccm.

Elemental lines of Ni and Cr in the excited state are detected after exposure to plasma, Figure 8. The electron transition at the excited state is described in Table 3, using NIST atomic spectra database [15]. The results indicated that various strong peaks of Ni (II) at an excited state could be observed at 425 nm [3p$^6$3d$^2$2F $\rightarrow$ 3p$^6$3d$^7$ 2D$_1$], 434 nm [3d$^8$(3D)4s$^2$ $\rightarrow$ 3d$^8$(3F)4s4p(3P$^0$)], 462 nm [3p$^6$3d$^2$2D $\rightarrow$ 3p$^6$3d$^8$(3P)4s4P]. Typical peaks of Ni (I) appeared at 451 nm, 476 nm [3d$^9$(3D)4p $\rightarrow$ 3d$^8$(4F)5s], and 481 nm [3d$^8$(3D)4p $\rightarrow$ 3d$^9$(3D$_{5/2}$)4d]. Typical peaks observed at 282 nm and 284 nm [3d$^4$4$^2_s$ $\rightarrow$ 3d$^5$(4F)4p], 286 nm [3d$^4$4$^2_s$ $\rightarrow$ 3d$^4$4$^2_p$], and 288 nm [3d$^8$(4P)4s $\rightarrow$ 3d$^9$(3F)4p] represent for Cr (I) at the excited state, while peaks at 296 nm [3d$^8$(4G)4s $\rightarrow$ 3d$^9$(4A)4p], 297 nm 3d$^8$(3H)4s $\rightarrow$ 3d$^9$(4H)4p], 300 nm [3d$^8$ $\rightarrow$ 3d$^9$(4H)4p], 301 nm [3d$^8$(4D)4p $\rightarrow$ 3d$^9$(4D)4p] are attributed at the excited state. In addition, as can be seen in Figure 8, the intensity of Ni (I) and Ni(II) is much higher than that of Cr (I) and Cr (II), meaning that Ni plays the main role in the catalytic activity of Ni$_{80}$Cr$_{20}$, while Cr (I) and Cr (II) is considered as a catalytic enhancer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>Wavelength</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ni (I)</td>
<td>3d$^8$(3D)4p $\rightarrow$ 3d$^9$(4F)5s</td>
<td>451 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3d$^8$(3D)4p $\rightarrow$ 3d$^9$(4F)5s</td>
<td>476 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3d$^8$(3D)4p $\rightarrow$ 3d$^9$(D$_{5/2}$)4d</td>
<td>481 nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The elemental lines of Ni and Cr in the excited state indicate proficiency in d-vacancies in their electron configuration. This means that the microplasma changed the surface structure of Ni$_{80}$Cr$_{20}$, leading to enhanced catalytic activity.

The results in Figure 8 also indicated that the intensity of Ni and Cr increased significantly when shifting the operational modes from “distant” to “deflection”. This demonstrated that plasma enhanced catalytic activity to Ni$_{80}$Cr$_{20}$ at “deflection” mode by bombarding an influx of electrically charged particles (electrons and ions) on this bimetallic catalyst’s surface. The electrons in the surface of Ni$_{80}$Cr$_{20}$ are excited from the ground state to form an activated surface for catalysis.

3.4.4. Selection of catalysts for carbon quantum dot synthesis

It has been known that bimetallic catalysts can exhibit improvements over monometallic catalysts in various catalytic performance metrics for applications, including petrochemical processing, ammonia synthesis, and three-phase catalysis, among many others. Introducing a secondary metal atom to construct dual metallic, active sites is significantly effective in optimising the catalytic centres' adsorption–desorption behaviours.

Copper-based and Ni-based bimetallic catalysts were investigated using OES analysis to select the best potential catalysts for plasma fabrication of NCQD.

In comparison with Sn-coated Cu and Cu$_{90}$Ni$_{10}$ counterparts (Figure 7), Ni$_{80}$Cr$_{20}$ catalysts (Figure 8) has a much higher intensity of Ni (I) and Cr (I) and Cr (II) at the excited state after exposure to microplasma with many typical sharp peaks. In particular, the intensity of Ni (I) can reach 1400 (a.u) in Ni$_{80}$Cr$_{20}$, while
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the intensity of Cu (I) can only reach roughly 800 (a.u), meaning that the surface of Ni₈₀Cr₂₀ is more catalytically activated than that of Sn coated Cu and Cu₉₀Ni₁₀. The results in Figure 8 also reflect the catalytic performance of Ni₈₀Cr₂₀ compared to that of Sn-coated Cu and Cu₉₀Ni₁₀. This result is also in agreement with electric potential calculations in section 3.4.1 that is more active in terms of electrochemistry.

3.5. Thermal analysis of the plasma-catalysis system

Thermal imaging of the fabrication reactors was conducted to understand better how plasma influences heat transfer. Figure 9 shows thermal imaging of the plasma jet, plasma-Ni₈₀Cr₂₀ interaction and plasma-liquid-Ni₈₀Cr₂₀ interaction. Reuter et al. reported that the nonthermal kINPen®IND is pen-sized and can be held like a scalpel or pencil [66]. Its low gas temperature of less than 40 °C and highly reactive non-equilibrium chemistry [66].

The results in Figure 9a indicate that the plasma temperature in the kINPen®IND jet is about 28 °C, meaning the plasma is nonthermal. The temperature changes when interacting with liquid and metal catalysts were also investigated. Figure 9b shows that the temperature in the reactor increases up to about 37 °C. This means that the plasma-Ni₈₀Cr₂₀ interaction induces a thermal effect in the system. The plasma stream of particles (ionised gas, electron, etc.) with high-energy photons continuously bombards the surface of Ni₈₀Cr₂₀ [43]. The electrons at the plasma-Ni₈₀Cr₂₀ interface absorb the energy from the plasma to a higher level (excited state) [67]. These excited electrons return to the ground state and emit the emission light [67], which is recorded by the OES spectroscopy, Figure 8 in section 3.3.2. Along with the emission being emitted, the extra energy was released as a heat [43].

![Figure 9. Thermal imaging of (a) pure plasma, (b) plasma-Ni₈₀Cr₂₀ interaction, (c) plasma-liquid-Ni₈₀Cr₂₀ interaction](image)
However, the temperature of the plasma-\(\text{Ni}_{80}\text{Cr}_{20}\) interaction drops significantly to about 23 °C when the folic acid solution (as liquid) is added to the system (Figure 9c). Heat and mass transfer occur at the plasma-liquid-\(\text{Ni}_{80}\text{Cr}_{20}\) interface, causing the water evaporation process. Evaporation is an endothermic process decreasing the temperature [68].

### 3.6. Mechanism of plasma-liquid-catalysts synthesis of N-doped quantum dots

This study proposes a mechanism of the synthesis reaction of N-doped quantum dots in the plasma-liquid-catalyst system (Figure 10) based on the OES analysis and surface profile study provided in this manuscript. In the plasma catalysis [69], plasma affects the energy barrier of the reaction in synergy with the catalyst, thus changing the catalytic activity [27].

#### 3.6.1. Our results summary

The following results led us to propose the reaction mechanism.

1. A previous study demonstrated the presence of plasma catalysis, i.e. a higher conversion in the presence of a catalyst next to the plasma (reaction intensification) [69].

2. This study identified the flow rate for delivery of maximal argon ion, \(\text{Ar}^+\) concentration, which are formed in the gas phase. We found that \(\text{Ar}^+\) generates secondary reactive species at the plasma-water interface, and \(\text{O}^+\) and \(\text{O.H.}^*\) were detected.

3. The formation is maximal in the ‘deflection case’ with the liquid layer thinned much, facilitating the transport of the Vitamin B9 precursor to the plasma-liquid surface as well as to the catalyst and the contact of the plasma with the catalyst.

4. The best catalyst was identified, meaning the right metals and their right dual composition to set the best electric potential.

5. Metal reactive species were also detected in the gas phase near the liquid surface; it is unclear if they play a role in the catalysis of the reaction or signal that the plasma-catalysis is intense (as a signal effect, yet of no relevance to the reaction). If these catalyse the reaction, a homogeneous pathway is opened beside the known heterogeneous one.

#### 3.6.2. Literature results summary

We add to our findings relevant knowledge from plasma-multiphase literature.

1. It has been reported that charged ions and particles can penetrate through a plasma-liquid interface [43], as the potential energy of positive and negatively charged particles is larger than the surface tension energy [43]. Charged particles (\(\text{Ar}^+, \text{N}_2^+, \text{O}^+, \text{e}^-, \text{etc.}\)) are immediately hydrated when striking the liquid [70].
(2) Plasma is known for causing atomic abrasion of the surface of metal catalysts [71]. Photon, electron and ion deposition induces surface charging (Ni\(^{2+}\)and Ni\(^+\)) to attract more water molecules to form a hydrate complex.

(3) Water molecules absorb the UV energy photons to release more OH\(^•\) reactive species, leading to intensification of reactive species in the liquid.

### 3.6.3. Deduction of reaction mechanism from own results and literature

Based on these experimental demonstrations and literature reports, seven steps are hypothesized for the mechanism of the plasma-catalytic Vitamin-B9 reaction.

1. Creation of excited species from plasma gas and water solvent.
2. Atomic abrasion of the metal surface of Ni\(_{80}\)Cr\(_{20}\) catalysts.
3. Mass transport of excited species (Ar\(^+\), N\(_2^+\), O\(^+\), etc.) through the plasma-liquid interface and into the liquid film.
4. Ionisation on the surface of catalyst to form charged surface.
5. Nickel ions attracts water molecules to form a hydrate complex.
6. Water molecules absorb the UV energy photons to release OH\(^•\) reactive species, leading to intensification of reactive species in the liquid.
7. Ar\(^+\), N\(_2^+\), O\(^+\) along with OH\(^•\) reactive species decompose folic acid to form N-doped carbon quantum dots.
Figure 12. Proposed mechanism of plasma-liquid-catalyst synthesis of N-doped carbon quantum dots
4. Conclusions

The process of multiphase plasma catalysis, in this study, is utilized to synthesise N-doped carbon quantum dots. This is achieved by directing a submerged plasma jet into a small amount of liquid that contains the precursor and catalytic alloy flakes. Optical emission spectroscopy was used to observe and analyse the reaction mechanism, focusing on the role of plasma catalysis. The depth of the plasma jet's penetration affects the interaction with the liquid and catalyst in a typical hydrodynamic manner. The deepest penetration, referred to as the "deflection mode," produced more positively charged species from the metal catalyst. Among the three alloy catalysts examined, Ni$_{80}$Cr$_{20}$ showed the strongest effect, which correlated with the highest electric potential. There are seven main steps in the proposed reaction mechanism leading to the production of N-doped Quantum Dots. IR imaging indicated that the temperature at the plasma-liquid-catalyst interface was below 25 °C, although significant water evaporation occurred at the surface due to high convective phases.

5. Outlook

Therefore, we could conduct a comprehensive chemical engineering study, focusing on plasma catalysis reaction, electro-plasma chemistry, thermal properties of reaction, heat mass transfer, and fluid mechanics in the way of traditional reactor engineering and process design. We added the point of view of using catalysts for the plasma synthesis of NCQD, followed by the concept of using OES analysis for a simple and quick characterisation of the reaction. We proposed a mechanism of plasma-liquid-catalysts synthesis of N-doped quantum dots for the first time, which will open a new window in the synthesis of NCQD at the plasma-liquid-catalyst (solid) interface.
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Stagnant Liquid Layer as “Microreaction System” in Submerged Plasma Micro-Jet

This chapter aims to intensify reactivity via bespoke transient hydrodynamics in a plasma-activated three-phase catalyst system. In this hydrodynamic regime, plasma can penetrate the catalyst bed via the stagnant thin liquid film and polarise the plasma-liquid interface. Evidence for the effectivity of the new process regime is the determination of the enlargement of the reaction rate by increasing liquid component diffusivity towards the catalyst bed via reducing the solvent’s viscosity.
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Abstract

Reaction kinetics play a critical role in many chemical reactions and are essential for the cost and environmental profile of processes derived from the reactions. This study aims to intensify reactivity via bespoke transient hydrodynamics in a plasma-activated three-phase catalyst system. Likewise, three-phase plasma systems in literature are not well designed, understood and commercially available. The synthesised N-doped carbon quantum dots, with application as fertilisers and wastewater treatment was evaluated as a model reaction. We used a commercial plasma system generating a plasma microjet, creating an almost flat, large interface covering a thin stagnant liquid layer with a catalyst bed underneath. In this hydrodynamic regime, plasma can penetrate the catalyst bed via the stagnant thin liquid film and polarise the plasma-liquid interface. Evidence for the effectiveness of the new process regime is the determination of the enlargement of the reaction rate by increasing liquid component diffusivity towards the catalyst bed via reducing the solvent’s viscosity. The results show that the reaction rate is also determined by the interfacial area below the crater rather than the total gas-liquid interfacial area. The plasma process can compete energy-wise with the best dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasma processes and consumes lower energy than microfluidic processing in chemical microreactors. The high momentum transfer from the plasma jet to the liquid causes partial evaporation of volatile additives, other than water, which has to be considered in process design and reduced.
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1. **Introduction**

Alike for highly productive chemical microreactors, applying process intensification principles to small plasma-chemical reaction volumes is essential to amplify productivity. On that backdrop, this submerged plasma jet study reports deciphering the engineering fundamentals of how to enhance mass transport and facilitate catalysis via a metal particle bed of alloy particles to increase reaction rate; beyond the performance achieved in [1]. Leverage is provided *via* bespoke hydrodynamics when penetrating the jet deeper into the reactor volume, displacing the liquid and demonstrating a massive increase in productivity [1]. Depending on the jet penetration into the liquid medium depth, different crater configurations (distant, contact, deflection) form in the liquid, each with different hydrodynamics. Leverage is also provided *via* the achievement of a gas (plasma)–liquid-solid three-phase contact for facilitating catalysis, for which a mechanism was proposed based on excited state analytics using optical emission spectroscopy [2].

Reaction kinetics is critical in chemical and biochemical processes [3, 4]. Hydrodynamics must be tailored to enable the 'best' intrinsic kinetics rather than leading to effective kinetics of reduced effectiveness. Learning can be taken from the principles of high-intensity gas–liquid two-phase reactors [5]. Applications of plasma jet reactors exposed to liquid media have been reported for applications, including wastewater treatment [6] and nanoparticle synthesis [7]; yet their engineering and hydrodynamic principles have not been explored in detail. Previous studies demonstrated that evaporation plays a key role in plasma-liquid systems which motivated the evaporation investigation reported herein [8, 9].

This study varies physico-chemical parameters of the liquid phase to study the hydrodynamics and mass transport, in the absence or in the presence of a catalyst bed of alloy flakes. With the latter, it is determined whether charging effect of the bottom layer by charged plasma species could play an additional role to accelerate the reaction kinetics. A commercial plasma equipment enables facile experimentation, the KINPen®IND reactor, providing a cold atmospheric-pressure microplasma jet with noble gases such as argon [10, 11]. This microplasma jet reactor has attracted considerable literature studies and documentation [5, 12, 13].

As test reaction we selected the formation of carbon quantum dots (CQDs), a recently discovered "zero-dimensional" carbon nanomaterial [14-17], which have applications in various fields such as agriculture [18, 19], environment [20, 21], biology [22, 23], chemistry [24], food science [25, 26], and
energy [27-30]. This is due to their favourable properties, such as low toxicity [31], intense luminescence [32], chemical stability [33], biocompatibility [34], and high specific surface area [35]. Extensive research studies on N-doped carbon quantum dots (NCQDs) have been conducted, reporting a large number of diverse structures of this nanomaterial class with distinct properties, made via various synthetic techniques such as pyrolysis [36], hydrothermal [37], solvothermal [38], microwave [39], chemical vapor deposition [40], electrochemical method [41], high-temperature combustion [42], etc.

A challenge still is the capacity for pilot or industrial production of these materials and how to fill this technology gap [43]; this paper explores fundamentals to transition. A techno-sustainability assessment compared six methods for producing NCQDs, with plasma synthesis having the highest energy efficiency but the lowest mass efficiency, resulting in lower productivity compared to the other processes; the latter being also due to the fact those processes are typically conducted in larger reactors. The approach of this study is to use a small reactor that can be numbered up, with high volume-specific productivity, both because of high mass and energy efficiency [44]. This submerged plasma microjet was previously shown to reach gram productivities in a few hours [1], compared to the best reactors in the field [43].

The goal of this study is to understand how the interface between the plasma and the liquid is deformed and how that might be utilised to increase mass transport. The latter effect is monitored via the NCQDs forming reaction rate (without presence of catalyst). In particular, the effect of diffusivity of the liquid reactant on the reaction rate is studied by changing the liquid viscosity. The effect of other physical parameters is also investigated, including density, polarity, and surface tension; in pure form and as combined effect. With that understanding, a fixed bed is placed on the floor of the reaction vessel, and operated in a mode that the bed is fully wetted and not dried out by the impinging plasma microjet. When using metal flakes as bed, the goal is to check for catalytic activity. In addition, the extent of evaporation of the liquid component is investigated, as Bruggeman et al. reported that evaporation plays a key role in plasma-liquid two-phase systems. We add volatile components to change the physico-chemical parameters of the liquid phase [45].

2. Methodology

2.1. Experimental setup

Our experimental design is based on the idea of high-intensity gas-liquid reactors that are equipped with forceful gas jets, which are known to enhance phase mixing [46]. We used a 16 m s\(^{-1}\) downward vertical plasma jet that enters a small reactor volume via a nozzle with a diameter of 1.6 mm and after reaching the bottom it turns and moves in the upward direction along the gas-liquid interface. The plasma stream forms a crater in the liquid, resulting in a highly turbulent movement of liquid inside the reactor volume due to
gas to liquid momentum transfer. In addition, the creation and collapse of gas bubbles in the liquid enhances the mass transport between the two phases.

Another high-intensity gas-liquid reactor design includes a pump, an orifice, a vertical tube aligned with the orifice, and a baffle plate [46]. The pump produces a downward vertical jet of liquid through the orifice, generating a gas-liquid dispersion in the tube. The two-phase jet is directed onto a baffle near the bottom of the tank, distributing it throughout the liquid. The liquid is then collected and recycled under the baffle plate. Simplification of the high-intensity gas-liquid reactor concepts is required in our experimental design. The existence of the plasma phase over long distances is not achievable and poses a challenge. Instead, a micro-plasma jet aimed at the liquid is utilised, Figure 1. The flow feedback for repeated gas-liquid interactions is also withheld, as the fundamental nature of the process intensification is better demonstrated through single contact [46].

The experimental synthesis process and reactor configuration were taken, as reported in previous studies [1]. The synthesis reactor was comprised of two parts, a kINPen®IND microplasma jet (Neoplas GmbH, Germany), and a cylindrical glass reactor with a diameter of 15 mm, designed and manufactured in-house. An argon (99.9 vol.%) was fed via the nozzle with a mean velocity of 16 m s⁻¹. The jet length was 1 cm.

![Fig. 1](image)

**Fig. 1** Experimental setup with plasma-liquid reactor and interfacial profile analytics.

### 2.2. Physical parameter variation of the liquid reaction medium

In order to understand the influence of gas-liquid interfacial area and the diffusivity of the liquid reactant on the reaction rate, several solvents with different viscosity and surface tension were used as listed in Table 1.
### Table 1. Physical parameters of solvents used.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Samples</th>
<th>Density (kg/m³)</th>
<th>Viscosity (mPa.s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>1.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycerol</td>
<td>1258</td>
<td>1011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water with sodium oleate, C.M.C. = 10⁻³ mol L⁻¹</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol</td>
<td>785</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glycerol : Water = 1 : 3</td>
<td>1193</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water : Ethanol = 1 : 1</td>
<td>891</td>
<td>1.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Glycerol + Water) : Ethanol, indicated as Glycerol + Ethanol = 1 : 1</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surfactant : Ethanol = 1 : 1</td>
<td>891</td>
<td>1.055</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.3. Interfacial area of the crater and the liquid layer at the bottom

**Calculation of specific surface area:** When the plasma jet hits the liquid, a crater is formed. The total area of the crater was analysed by image analysis [47], Figure 1. It was assumed that the crater has an axisymmetric shape. The total interfacial area, as defined in Figure 4, was calculated as the outer surface area of the cone obtained by rotation of a curve about the vertical axis. The curve describing the interface was fitted using a polynomial function of degree 4 to the experimental curve obtained from the image analysis. The gas-liquid interface area of the bottom liquid layer, as defined in Figure 4, was estimated by a simplified method. The shape of the bottom liquid layer below the crater, typically with a thickness in the 200-300-micron range, was approximated with straight lines to the polynomial curve describing the crater shape. Then the area was calculated from the obtained shape of the thin liquid layer below the crater.

**Calculation of stagnant layer thickness:** Water properties are assumed. Viscosity is $\mu = 0.001$ Pa s, density is $\rho = 1000$ kg m⁻³, and the diameter of the reaction vessel is $x = 0.003$ m. Then, the thickness $\delta$ of the stagnant layer (L) is given as follows, equation 1 (Eq 1).

$$\delta_L = \frac{2.74 \cdot 10^{-4}}{\sqrt{U_L}} \text{ [m]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Eq 1)

The liquid velocity near the interface can be estimated based on the equal pressure drop over the interface. As then the ratio of the velocities in the gas and in the liquid can be approximated as reciprocal ratio of their viscosities. For the case of water, equation 2 can be derived.

$$U_L \approx \frac{\mu_G \cdot U_G}{\mu_L} \approx \frac{1.8 \cdot 10^{-5}}{1 \cdot 10^{-3}} U_G \approx 0.018 \cdot U_G \text{ (m s⁻¹)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (Eq 2)
Then, the thickness of the stagnant layer $\delta_L$ is given as follows.

$$\delta_L = \frac{2.74 \cdot 10^{-4}}{\sqrt{0.018 \cdot \nu_G}} \text{ (m)}$$  (Eq 3)

2.4. Evaporation rate and reaction rate

An aqueous solution containing 20 $\mu$L of folic acid (0.1 g/mL) 1 ml of a given liquid was transferred to the glass reactor. was added as a colour indicator and reactant to the liquid. The microplasma jet was vertically directed towards the reactor at three configurations (distant, contact, and deflection). After 10 minutes, the microplasma treatment of the liquid was stopped. The final volume of liquid was used to calculate the evaporation rate, Figure 2.

**Fig. 2**  Schematic view of procedures applied for the calculation of evaporation and reaction rates in the synthesis of NCQDs.

The fluorescence emission is one of the most unique features of NCQDs, utilised in many fields [48]. In this study, fluorescence emission is used for calculating the reaction rate, Figure 2. Folic acid (20 $\mu$L, 0.1 g/mL) was added to the liquid (1ml) in the reactor. The same three configurations of microplasma jet were used as those in our previous study [1]: (i) 'distant' (jet in contact with liquid with a weak momentum transfer), (ii) 'contact' (jet colliding deep into liquid, with a moderate impact on...
hydrodynamics), and (iii) 'deflection' (jet perforating liquid completely down to reactor floor; a strong momentum transfer) [2], Figure 2.

After 10 minutes, the jet was stopped, and the colour of the solution changed from orange to brownish. The solution was analyzed with a photoluminescence spectrometer (FLS 1000, UK). The excitation and emission wavelengths were set at 360 and 450 nm, respectively. The photoluminescence intensity of NCQDs was used to obtain the reaction rate. In several experiments, 0.5 g of Ni80Cr20 alloy flakes were placed at the bottom.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Hydrodynamics for process intensification created by microjet plasma

Different depth of penetration of the plasma microjet into the liquid microvolume creates genuine hydrodynamic regimes, characterised by a large interfacial area, and the presence of a thin 'inner' liquid layer, at the floor of the reactor, with a moderate interfacial area. A catalyst can be added on the bottom as a fixed bed.

Fig. 3 Hydrodynamic regimes by different depth of penetration of submerged microjet plasma into a liquid microvolume; termed distant (left), contact (middle), and deflection (right), [1].

In the ‘distant’ position, the tip of the microplasma jet, which is the most protruding part, does not contact the liquid surface and only generates a small crater. In the ‘contact’ position, the plasma jet penetrates deeper, forming a liquid film above the catalyst surface. The ‘deflection’ position resembles the "fast impinging jet reactor," a plasma reactor configuration proposed by Botes [5]. In this configuration, the liquid film is further thinned, and the plasma gas stream is redirected harshly, creating turbulence in the plasma-gas phase and potentially recirculation in the bulk liquid; intensifying mass transport in both
phases. As a result, a multiphase system with a continuous renewal of the interface is expected, possibly assisted by the generation and breakup of small droplets from the water surface, as reported in the literature [49].

We discovered that the highest intensity of charged (activated) species can be detected in the 'deflection' position [2]. The 'deflection' position is chosen as prime hydrodynamic setting for the study reported here, while the two other positions are co-investigated.

The new plasma microjet concept can compete energy-wise well with DBD plasma reactors and microreactors that are the standard in microfluidic processing. Only 1 W is consumed for the micro jet plasma in this study [10], although 56 W are needed for gas pumping at very high gas flow rate of 2 L h\(^{-1}\) [50]. The latter may be optimised, as the deflection flow regime may be achieved by flower gas flow rates; yet manufacturer's restriction in flow rate setting prevents this study from testing this. For comparison, plasma generation of an energy-optimised laboratory DBD reactor takes 16 W (Pradeep et al., 2023), and pumping a gas flow rate of 0.2 L h\(^{-1}\) consumes about 6 W [50]; together 22 W. For comparison, pumping a microreactor with two HPLC pumps (each 100 W [51]), consumes 200 W.

3.2 Effect of physical parameters of the liquid on the crater shape

The plasma microjet displaces a major part of the liquid volume. It establishes a void gas volume that is characterized by a high-velocity gas downward that impinges on the liquid surface to be redirected upwards out of the void volume. Strong convection can be expected under those conditions ensuring good mass transport of the plasma to the gas-liquid interface. Relevant is that the use of the microjet secures that plasma contacts the liquid interface and potentially the catalyst beneath it. The high gas velocity transfers its momentum to the liquid phase to create a liquid recirculation loop, Figure 4. This liquid convection refreshes reactant in the stagnant layer from the 'feed' of the non-stagnant convective liquid zone; Figure 4a.

The stagnant liquid layer is controlled by diffusion, which is a slow process. Setting the stagnant layer to small dimensions, helps in fastening diffusion. Yet, a rough surface of a bed of Ni\(_{80}\)Cr\(_{20}\) flakes underneath the stagnant liquid layer may introduce turbulence and therefore increase convection towards the catalyst; Figure 4b.

Another concept might be 'convectional pumping' of the plasma-activated species close to the catalyst; Figure 4c.
Fig. 4  Schematic of the crater profile created by the submerged plasma microjet into a microvolume, showing hydrodynamic and reactor regions that determine the chemical engineering science. a) schematic profile as per experiments in this manuscript; b) same as a), yet with fixed bed support; c) same as a), yet with larger inner liquid layer to allow convection; d) same as a), yet with two jets placed at the outer part of the crater (instead of one jet in the crater centre); and e) schematics to define total surface area and specific surface area of inner liquid layer.

A layer thicker than the velocity boundary layer thickness (\( \delta \)) allows a convective flow to enter into the ‘inner liquid surface area’, directly exposed to the plasma jet. As given in Figure 4c, this would actually pump the plasma-activated species away from the supposed reaction zone at the catalyst. This demands for a new positioning of the plasma jet from the centre position to an outside one; Figure 4d. A tilted arrangement of the jets is needed to achieve maximum transfer of gas momentum to the liquid. In this configuration, the convection flow would transfer plasma-excited species to the liquid stagnant (‘reaction’) zone and catalyst. Roughening of the stagnant liquid-solid interface would increase efficiency of this concept; extending use of concept in Figure 4b.

The surface profiles in the three positions were recorded (Figure 7), investigating phenomenally the shape of the interface and its total surface area and its specific surface area below the crater. The optimum configuration for interface shape would be a rather flat surface with a large surface area near the reactor floor (the potential position for a catalytic bed), Figure 4e.
To examine the magnitude of the effect, calculations of the gas velocity were done as a function of distance from the plasma-device outlet [10], Figure 5. Basic assumptions are (i) the velocity of air outside the plasma jet is considered as zero; (ii) temperature of gas is considered 300K; (iii) the diameter of nozzle is considered as 1.6 mm [10]; and the air flow rate is considered as 2 L.min⁻¹.

![Graph of gas velocity vs distance](image)

**Fig. 5** Gas velocity of the microjet plasma with distance; using the settings of the neoplas industrial plasma system [10].

The pressure decreases when gas leaves the nozzle, and its velocity increases, in line with the Bernoulli’s principle, Figure 5. Then, the gas velocity decreases downstream the nozzle due to frictional losses and volumetric expansion of the jet.

The thickness of the stagnant layer needs to be determined to check on which time scale diffusion might be effective. With reference to Figure 5 and a gas velocity around 15-16 m s⁻¹, the thickness of water velocity boundary layer around the solid surface (Eq. a1) is expected to be ca. 0.6 mm; meaning the plasma-activated species still need several minutes to reach the catalyst, Figure 6.

\[
\delta_L = \frac{5x}{Re^{0.5}} = 5\sqrt{\frac{\mu \cdot x}{\rho \cdot u_L}} \quad \text{(Eq.a1)}
\]

where \(x\) is the length of the solid surface in the flow direction (3 mm), and \(Re\) is the Reynolds number of the liquid.

This shows the need to roughen the catalyst surface, Figure 4 upper left scheme.
To widen from using pure water only, glycerol, ethanol and sodium dodecyl sulphate (surfactant) were added to water to change viscosity, polarity, and surface tension of the liquid, respectively, and to study their impact on the crater surface area, liquid stagnant layer area and diffusivity of the reactant. The interface shape for different set of parameters was recorded and discussed below, Figure 7.

**Fig. 6** Stagnant layer thickness with gas velocity.

**Fig. 7** Plasma-liquid interface profile for pure water (viscosity: 1.002 mPa.s), water/ethanol 1:1 (viscosity: 1.005 mPa.s), glycerol/water 1:3 (middle, viscosity: 253.42 mPa.s), glycerol-water-ethanol (right, viscosity 127.27 mPa.s), water/surfactant $10^{-3}$ mol/l (viscosity: 1.01 mPa.s), and water/surfactant/ethanol (right, viscosity 1.055 mPa.s).
For pure water, the above given criterion of a good surface profile is better met for the contact mode as compared to the distant mode, with slight further improvement in the deflection mode, Figure 7.

Adding glycerol to the aqueous solutions increases viscosity and slightly changes density. The impact on the desired process design is low, meaning the surface profiles are similar to those with pure water. The interfacial surface area increases from 238 to 249 mm$^2$, when moving to the deflection regime, Figure 7.

Adding ethanol alters polarity and adding surfactant surface tension. The profiles obtained are characterised by nearly vertical walls approaching a vertical well shape with a thin aqueous layer between the gas and the solid wall. This well shape is kept and the vertical alignment of the side walls improved when combining both or combining these with the glycerol (high viscosity) addition; for surfactant-ethanol (low surface tension – high polarity) it is found for all three positions (distant, contact, deflection).

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 8** Water-surfactant vs water interface profiles above the inner liquid layer, at a magnification of the height (y-axis) about 0.5 mm.

Adding ethanol and glycerol to the aqueous solutions increases both polarity and viscosity. The impact is more remarkable than changing viscosity alone. The gas-liquid interface gets more flattened, meaning the thin liquid layer has a rather constant thickness and a larger interfacial area. The large extent of flattening of the water-surfactant profile of the inner aqueous layer is evident when comparing the respective water profile; using large magnification of this 'micro-zone', Figure 8.

### 3.3 Effect of physical parameters of the liquid on total surface area
While the jet penetrates the liquid microvolume deeper, the total surface area of the crater is decreased to a small or medium extent, Figure 9; counter-intuitive to the expectation about strong impingement effect. The total surface area is largest for the deflection mode, followed by the contact and distant mode; with the contact mode being closer to the deflection one. The total surface area of the crater is the largest for pure water, while the lowest for water-surfactant. The specific (volume-rated) surface area is for pure water \( \approx 250 \text{ m}^{-1} \), a value typical for advanced reactor equipment, yet lower than interfaces generated in microreactors (1,000 \( \text{ m}^{-1} \) to 10,000 \( \text{ m}^{-1} \)). The total surface is about 10 times larger than for a plain surface, non-perturbed by jet penetration.

Fig. 9  Total surface area at different liquid properties; taken for all three hydrodynamic regimes with distinct plasma crater profiles.
3.4 Effect of physical parameters of the liquid on specific surface area of the inner liquid layer

We elucidated the specific interfacial area of the inner aqueous layer and the minimal water thickness of the inner water layer, the central point of the plasma cavity; revealing also the shape of the inner liquid layer surface. An ideal surface profile for chemical processing is flat (ultrathin) and thus constant in the water thickness, likely with diffusion being the governing mechanism of mass transport. This ultrathin liquid layer may also be ideal to employ reaction amplification by a catalyst.

The real inner surface profiles are curved, yet some are close to being ideal flat (water, water/surfactant, water/surfactant/ethanol, or water/glycerol/ethanol), Figure 9. While the surface areas differ, Figure 7, the average thickness of the inner water layer differs as well, Figure 6.

![Fig. 9](image)

**Fig. 9** Schematic of the (experimentally determined) crater profile created by the submerged plasma microjet into a microvolume for systematic physcio-chemical variation, determining hydrodynamics and reactor regions.

The scenarios considered have mostly mixed average hydrodynamic performance, e.g. having low average thickness of the inner water layer at low surface area, and vice versa. The scenarios water and water-surfactant have the best hydrodynamics. The profiles of aqueous systems with increased viscosity or reduced surface tension are close to an ideal flat surface, while having a larger depth of the inner layer throughout, and not only at the edges. Therefore, the plasma jet-liquid system can be fine-tuned in terms of having either a thin inner liquid layer (averaged over the span) or a flat layer.
The surface of the inner aqueous layer at the bottom (Figure 10) is 20–25% of the total surface area of the crater (Figure 7), which fits to the observation of five zones in Figure 5 of almost equal length and curvature. The addition of ethanol allows to make it still larger than for pure water, including admixture of surfactant and glycerol, whereas the addition of (only) glycerol halve the specific surface area. Taking $28 \text{ mm}^2$ as highest value (assuming averaged 0.1 mm layer thickness at $2.8 \text{ mm}^3$ volume), the specific (volume-rated) surface area for pure water is ca. $10,000 \text{ m}^{-1}$, a value as high than the greatest interfaces reported for microreactors with capability for high capacity ($1,000 \text{ m}^{-1}$ to $10,000 \text{ m}^{-1}$); with up to $10,000 \text{ m}^{-1}$ reported for analytical microchip devices [52]. The specific volume of the inner aqueous layer is just 0.28 % of the total volume (2.8 vs. 1000 mm$^3$), yet is supposed to make a major effort to the reaction outcome.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 10** Surface of the inner aqueous layer, depending on additives given to modify the physico-chemical properties (density, viscosity, surface tension).

### 3.5 Effect of physical parameters of the liquid on the inner liquid layer in the presence of a porous solid beneath

In order to achieve both a thin and flat inner liquid layer for one liquid system, the hydrodynamic profile is determined in the presence of a porous bed, composed of particles in the order of the size of the depth of the inner layer or somewhat larger; including glass spheres or metal flakes. The liquid will penetrate
that bed and the surface of the liquid is not expected to be influenced by wetting of the glass reaction vessel; assumed to cause the larger depth of the inner layer for the viscous and surface tension-reduced liquids.

**Fig. 11** Surface profile of (a) pure water, (b) glycerol and (c) glycerol-ethanol mixture as compared with surface without plasma treatment at the deflection mode.

The plasma jet in the deflection mode was exposed to a porous fixed bed of Ni-Cr alloy flakes draining a liquid, Figure 11. This changed the surface profile as compared to exposing the plasma microjet to water without fixed bed, Figure 10. An ideal flat profile is obtained for the glycerol (high viscosity) and glycerol-ethanol (high polarity–high viscosity) mixtures. In the case of glycerol-ethanol (high viscosity–high polarity), the surface area of the liquid inner layer is larger than for the case without fixed bed. In the case of pure water, no effect is observed. The profile is just elevated to higher position. It is suspected that high surface tension of the gas/water interface prevents to form a flat profile as given for the other two cases.
3.6 NCQDs reaction effect by liquid viscosity to test diffusion

This study intends to deploy the above-mentioned variation of physical properties for intensifying the chemistry of the NCQDs formation. Surface tension alteration does not show reaction rate dependency, while having best hydrodynamic surface profile with most extended surface of the thin layer. Polarity variation has no effect on the reaction rate either.

However, the NCQDs reaction rate was a strong function of viscosity and therefore diffusivity of the liquid reactant. The experiments were directed to detail this effect. The reaction rate increases as viscosity decreases and it increases largely from the distant to contact position, Figure 12. It can be seen that the ‘deflection’ mode is best in overcoming viscosity limitation. The ‘contact’ mode is close to this performance. The ‘distant’ mode is behind the performances of the three modes.

![Reaction rate as a function of the distance from the nozzle in three configurations.](image)

**Fig. 12** Reaction rate as a function of the distance from the nozzle in three configurations.

Question is if that effect is related to unit operations (diffusivity) alone or transcribed by chemical effects (viscosity changing solvent polarity). The variation of viscosity, and the other physical parameters, do not follow the common effect of square dependency of reaction rate with co-solvent/ingredient concentration (see Supplementary Material). A chemistry-induced change of reactivity can therefore be excluded, and conclusion is the reaction rate reflect intrinsic dependencies of hydrodynamics and mass transfer on the reaction rate, i.e. diffusivity.

To further corroborate that the reaction rate is diffusion limited, the rate was plotted vs reciprocal viscosity of the solvent, which is proportional to diffusivity, Einstein's equation, Figure 13 [53].
3.7 NCQDs reaction in presence of a metal flakes bed: test catalytic activity

A catalyst bed with the Ni-Cr alloy flakes was added. The effect of the Ni-Cr alloy catalyst to the plasma-liquid system to amplify the reaction rate was determined also for the combined viscosity-polarity effect, employing glycerol-ethanol-water mixtures. Hypothesis is that excited plasma species (Ar⁺, N₂⁺, O⁺, OH⁺) can diffuse faster to the catalyst beneath to induce the NCQDs formation [54, 55]. The deflection mode is best to utilise these plasma-excited species.

A rate enhancement of about 25% could be achieved for the catalyst-supported reaction experiment in the deflection position, Figure 14.

While this is not enough to justify proclaiming a catalytic effect in the classical meaning, it still marks a considerable process improvement. Of larger impact, in the order of five times intensification, the reaction rate increases from 76 to 387 (au/min) when changing the position from distant to deflection. Yet this effect can only be leveraged in pure water, meaning at low viscosity (1.002 mPa.s); the Ni-Cr catalyst cannot overrule the diffusion limitation and the formation of a relatively thicker layer above the catalyst. Yet for constant (high) viscosity, the catalyst is effective to increase reaction rate as the determined rates show for glycerol + water (252.42 mPa.s) and glycerol + ethanol (127.27 mPa.s). The catalyst effect is strongest in the deflection mode, as given for the non-catalysed experiments, Figure 11.
Fig. 14 Reaction rate of the synthesis reaction of NCQDs with and without Ni$_{80}$Cr$_{20}$ catalysts various solvent liquids (pure water, glycerol + water, and glycerol + ethanol).

3.8. Evaporation control to prevent liquid phase media change

Evaporation is likely to happen when a high-velocity jet impinges on a liquid surface of large specific area. Evaporation of solvent might change reaction rate and product quality of the NCQDs nanomaterial, making necessary metering and control of evaporation. This may be facilitated by the fact that plasma commonly transfers heat to the surface of the liquid [9].

Fig. 15 Influence of solvents on evaporation and reaction rate in the synthesis of NCQDs operated at deflection mode.
The calculated evaporation and reaction rate were determined for the NCQDs synthesis in the deflection mode, when varying the physico-chemical parameters of the liquid reaction medium, Figure 15. The evaporation rate for pure water, surfactant, and glycerol : water (1:3) is relatively similar, in the vicinity of 30 (µL/min). This changes when ethanol is added, a volatile solvent. The evaporation rate of water + ethanol, surfactant + ethanol, and glycerol + ethanol increased significantly, compared to reaction media without ethanol, Figure 15. The reaction rate decreased considerably, except for the case of glycerol + ethanol (20.49 au/min), which is almost invariant. The evaporated removal of ethanol might be one cause for the decline in reaction rate, adding to the other here reported causes, including the thickness of the inner liquid layer and the total and inner layer-related specific surface area.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 16** Evaporation rate as a function of the distance from the nozzle in the three hydrodynamic regimes of the plasma jet penetration in the liquid microvolume.

Experiments demonstrate that the evaporation rate remains practically constant in all three hydrodynamic regimes within the investigated range, which is consistent with determination that the total surface area of the plasma crater only minorly varies for the regimes, Figure 16. The remaining difference might be due to that most evaporation takes place at the large specific surface of the inner aqueous layer, which is practically invariant to changes of the hydrodynamic regime and in the physico-chemical parameter; with one exception, Figure 9.

As expected, and seen in Figure 16, the addition of ethanol with a lower boiling point than water increases the evaporation rate. The addition of surfactant increases the total surface area. However, it does
not change the evaporation rate; which is consistent with above stated independence of the rate from the total surface area.

4. Conclusions

This study explored a new reaction engineering concept to generate 'in-process' a thin, almost flat solvent layer out of a bulk liquid through impingement of a high-velocity gas jet (plasma). This layer is as thin, or thinner, as typical microfluidic flows, used for chemical processing. Specifically, the study demonstrates that a fixed bed at the floor of the reaction vessel can aid in improving the profile shape of the thin layer and deciphers how this is controlled by generic changes of physico-chemical parameters of the reaction solution. The fixed bed may add catalytic function, which cannot be leveraged in the liquid layer only, but contact to the gas phase is possible as well; enabling 'plasma catalysis' for the study here.

The variation of the physico-chemical parameters allowed to decipher which mechanisms rule the reaction investigated, the formation of NCQDs quantum dots from a dissolved precursor. This applies, in more general terms, also to a monomolecular reaction in a liquid phase that is non-thermally activated. It turned out that the plasma-liquid system is controlled by viscosity of the reaction solvent, which confirms diffusivity limitation as governing mass transfer mechanism. Polarity, density, or surface tension variation has no impact on the reaction rate; unless being combined with a viscosity change. Water, with lowest viscosity, as reaction medium proved to have the highest reaction rate for the NCQDs synthesis. Solvent admixtures, including ethanol, that keep high viscosity but change other physico-chemical parameters (polarity, surface tension), reduce the reaction rate in aqueous media.

The total surface area of the crater and the specific surface area of the thinned ('inner') solvent layer have no impact on the NCQDs reaction rate, at least within the possible range of variation in this study via the diversity of crater shapes created. This indicates that gaseous excited reaction species are in excess, and the gas-liquid interfacial transition is not a limiting factor but the diffusion of the precursors toward the interface. That also demonstrates that the reaction happens at the surface and does not penetrate the liquid; leaving diffusion in the liquid as a limiting factor.

Energy-wise, only 1 W is consumed for the plasma, although 56 W is needed for gas pumping at a very high gas flow rate of 2 L h$^{-1}$, totalling 57 W. Plasma generation of an energy-optimised laboratory DBD reactor takes 16 W and about 6 W for gas pumping; totalling in 22 W. Pumping energy of a microreactor consumes 200 W.

Evaporation is an unavoidable consequence of applying a high-velocity jet to a solvent or solvent mixture. It is undesired as it transiently changes the reaction medium and exposes volatile, potentially toxic
organic matter to the environment. Evaporation does not depend on the surface area of the entire crater, which demonstrates that evaporation happens only in the narrow area near the jet, which is almost constant under any experimental variation. As expected, evaporation depends on the boiling point of the solvent. Low-boiling solvents should be avoided, even as admixtures to a main solvent.

**Outlook**

Understanding the fundamentals reported in this study opens paths for follow-up studies. The catalytic function needs to be corroborated and elucidated about the mechanism and how a catalyst needs to be designed to be optimal. For a broader and potentially larger impact of the new reactor engineering concept, tests with a very fast liquid reaction might exhibit a surface area dependence, impacting the interfacial transition of the excited species from the plasma phase. The surface area has been detailed in this study, and the way of changing and controlling it was deciphered. The new concept needs to be tested with reactions that do not impact polarity changes and might need to be stimulated in reaction rate by viscosity and density changes. Then the multitude of possible variations of surface profiles and hydrodynamics demonstrated in this study can be utilised for a broader application in synthetic chemistry, possibly even beyond plasma-chemical processing.
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In this chapter, the main findings, challenges, and future direction of this thesis PhD are summarised. This chapter consists of the summary of the conducted experiments, contributions of each chapter, and research conclusion carried out throughout this project study. Finally, perspectives and recommendations for the future direction of this work are also described.
Chapter 8. Conclusions & Perspectives

1. Conclusions
This thesis contributes to developing a new kind of microplasma to address the challenges associated with the large-scale production of multifunctional advanced nanomaterials for selected emerging applications (nanofertilisers/nanopesticides, environmental treatment, and theranostic medicine) in a sustainable manner (green, eco-friendly, energy-efficient production). This comprehensive study aims to address specific challenges associated with the large-scale synthesis of NCQDs, which will have an enormous impact on agriculture, the environment, and the healthcare system. In essence, this thesis is devoted to the discovery and development of a microplasma jet (kINPen®IND)-based reactor to produce high-quality N-doped carbon quantum dots with outstanding properties (water-soluble, intense fluorescence, ultrasmall size, crystallinity, etc.) from a green chemical (Vitamin B9). Then, an attempt to improve mass production efficiency by process design engineering and the support of catalysts, as well as to understand the synthesis reaction mechanism, has been made in this thesis. Four main concepts can be summarized based on the research outcomes in this thesis:

Chapter 3 focuses on a deep understanding of available six large-scale synthesis methodologies of N-doped carbon dots (NCQDs) in the up-to-date literature review. Then, based on collected information from the literature review, a comprehensive assessment to compare the key components (greenness, sustainability, energy-efficiency, and cost) of these fabrication methodologies using green chemistry, circular and ecoScale metrics. Following are the main findings and contributions of this chapter (Aim 2):

- Thermal synthesis method (scenario 3) of NCDs using citric acid with monoethanolamine, show the most promise when all assessments are considered. Scenario 3 is circular, with the highest material circularity indicator (MCI) of 0.971 and the second-best EcoScale index of 56%.
- Thermal synthesis method (scenario 2), using oleic acid and sucrose for NCDs synthesis, scores best at 60%.
- The assessment of the six synthesis process methodologies for N-doped carbon dots nanoparticles determines that hydrothermal (scenario 1), thermal (scenario 3), and microwave (scenario 4) score best in terms of green metrics, while thermal (scenarios 2 & 3), and thermal plasma (scenario 5) do likewise with circular metrics. Finally, concerning good manufacturing criteria, thermal (scenarios 2 & 3) and microwave (scenario 4) shows the best performance. NCDs produced from hydrothermal (scenario 1), microwave (scenario 4), and thermal methods (scenario 2) need a purification process for good sustainability performance.
• Considering all metrics, scenario 3 (thermal method using citric acid with MEA) ranks best, followed by scenario 4 (microwave with glucose). Interesting to note that thermal plasma (scenario 5) shows good indices despite the high-energy consumption. The latter is overcompensated by the fact that scenario 5 (as well as scenario 3) does use neither water nor solvent, which reduces waste generation. Therefore, any improvement in energy consumption for the thermal plasma would let it jump up to even the best scenario. This also gives hope for future use of nonthermal plasma and its miniaturized version (scenario 6), also known as an energy-consuming technology, yet with considerable improvements over the years. It needs fewer operating processes than conventional methods and profits from process simplicity. Yet this is not paid off so far in terms of green chemistry and circularity.

• “Utility” is a strong point to enhance circularity in the Ellen MacArthur definition. The plasma-prepared nanomaterials are rich in functional groups such as −NH₂, −COOH, −CHO, etc., without requiring chemicals for surface modification. Those surface groups are key to the NCD functionality, i.e. their photoluminescent properties.

• Based on the information provided by the manufacturer, the power consumption of this device is 50 W. It was calculated that about 1 g of NCQDs per day (24 hours). To produce 1 gram of NCQDs, this device will consume 1200 watts of energy per day. Based on this calculation, non-thermal plasma is considered superior in terms of "gram-scale synthesis" in relation to plasma power consumption. The power consumption of a plasma system is an important factor to consider when evaluating its efficiency and cost-effectiveness for gram-scale synthesis. Generally, a plasma system that can produce a high yield of material with a low power consumption is considered more efficient than one that requires a higher power input for the same amount of material produced. Therefore, when evaluating the efficiency of a plasma system for gram-scale synthesis, it's important to consider not only the productivity (in grams per second or gram/s) but also the power consumption (in watts or joules). A system that can produce a high yield of material while consuming relatively little energy (i.e., a high gram/s/Watt or gram/Joule ratio) is generally considered more efficient than one that consumes more energy for the same amount of material produced.

Chapter 4 focuses on the improvement of the mass efficiency of the microplasma jet-based synthesis process, which was revealed after the comprehensive assessment from Chapter 3. The aim of this chapter is to attempt to reach the gram-scale production of N-doped carbon dots by adjusting the distance of the tip of the microplasma jet to the water surface in three steps, named distant, contact, and deflection modes.
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As a further variation, the liquid volume is either stirred or unstirred and may contain glass beads or metal flakes. In this way, the mass transfer, hydrodynamics, and the electrical field are influenced and create the specific gas–liquid interface, possibly including plasma-catalytic effects. Following are the main findings and contributions of this chapter (Aim 3):

- The closer it came, the more the plasma was deformed and spread out into the whole gaseous reaction volume. In the contact and deflection mode, the jet penetrated the liquid volume down to the reaction well floor.
- Stirred microwell operation delivers higher photoluminescence than unstirred one. The addition of glass beads results in higher photoluminescence, demonstrating the impulse transfer-based mass transfer improvement than the unstirred mode but cannot reach the quality of the stirred plasma operation.
- Adding metal flakes is superior to all modes of operation. This cannot be alone because of better mass transfer and hydrodynamics but may be due to changing the electrical field and possibly plasma-catalytic effects.
- A thermofluidic analysis confirms a uniform temperature profile and a positive temperature effect on mass transfer. In this way, the research demonstrated that we achieved process intensification.
- The photoluminescence intensity’s intended performance for the foreseen applications of the nanomaterial was maximised. In addition, we could reach a productivity of 1 g per day. This is much more than many reported plasma-based and other process-based nanomaterial syntheses in literature and is even quoted to be on the way to production (as nanomaterials most often are only needed in minute volumes).

Chapter 5 focuses on developing a new conceptual strategy to rationally design and synthesise the desirable for three main applications (nanopesticides, water purification, and theranostic treatment). One of the critical problems of CD in these applications is enhancing the high-quality intrinsic properties of CD, including water solubility, stability, and fluorescence intensity. Therefore, this conceptual design approach is proposed to address these problems and achieve these desired properties, targeting to create CD with the required modification of the CD’s bulk/size, surface, and morphology. Following are the main findings and contributions of this chapter (Aim 4):
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- Three molecular targets guiding the rational designs have been achieved in a proof-of-principle fashion. The NCQD were monodispersed with a mean particle size of 3.13 nm. The core structure of NCQD was in the form of a crystalline. It consisted of multilayered graphitic- and pyrrolic-nitrogen-defected graphene sheets, while their surface was decorated by $-\text{NH}_2$, $-\text{OH}$, and $-\text{COOH}$ functional groups. The resulting NCQD had an intensely blue fluorescence performance with a QY of 35%, the highest among other plasma synthesis approaches and the best of all methods applied.

- NCQD showed the most intense fluorescence in pH values of 6–8. By performing the strongest fluorescence in water, the NCQD was considered hydrophilic, in line with the presence of protic and polar surface groups. DLVO theory predicts that at a potential of ±40 mV, NCQD may have the most stable colloidal behaviour in water.

Chapter 6 investigates the relationship between the microplasma multiphase design and the plasma-catalytic effect. To do this, the study employs optical emission spectroscopy (OES) to examine how a plasma-heterogeneous catalyst in a multiphase reaction impacts the generation of NCQD from Vitamin B9. The focus is on understanding and improving multiphase hydrodynamics and reactions by using a plasma jet to create a specific surface profile that penetrates deep into the liquid volume. Following are the main findings and contributions of this chapter (Aim 5):

- The gas flow of Ar at 2 sccm at “deflection” mode enhanced the intensity of positively charged species.
- $\text{Ni}_{80}\text{Cr}_{20}$ exhibited a better catalytic activity based on OES analysis and electric potential comparison.
- The thermal imaging results also indicated that the reaction temperature at the plasma-liquid-catalyst interface is lower than 25 °C. Heat and mass transfer processes play a key role in controlling the temperature of the reaction via water evaporation.
- The plasma jet in the deflection mode is stopped at the metal ($\text{Ni}_{80}\text{Cr}_{20}$) flakes interface surrounded by a liquid, giving rise to a different surface profile than water alone.
- The mechanism of plasma-liquid-catalysts synthesis of N-doped quantum dots was proposed with seven main steps.

Chapter 7 aims to improve reactivity in a plasma-activated three-phase catalyst system using bespoke transient hydrodynamics. Existing three-phase plasma systems are poorly designed, understood, and not commercially available. The study evaluated N-doped carbon quantum dots as fertilizers and wastewater
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Treatment using a commercial plasma system generating a plasma microjet. The plasma can penetrate the catalyst bed via the stagnant thin liquid film and polarize the plasma-liquid interface, resulting in an increased reaction rate by reducing the solvent's viscosity and increasing liquid component diffusivity towards the catalyst bed. Following are the main findings and contributions of this chapter (Aim 6):

- N-doped carbon quantum dots were used as a model reaction for fertilizer and wastewater treatment applications.
- A commercial plasma system generating a plasma microjet was used to create a hydrodynamic regime where plasma can penetrate the catalyst bed.
- The reaction rate is enlarged by increasing liquid component diffusivity and interfacial area below the crater.
- The plasma process is energy-efficient and consumes lower energy than microfluidic processing but requires consideration of volatile additive evaporation.
- Reaction kinetics are critical for cost and environmental profile of processes derived from the reactions.

2. Perspectives

This research study marked an exciting journey with the novel discovery underpinning the mastery of nitrogen fixation microplasma synthesis technology for multifunctional nanoparticles towards selected applications that open many new frontiers requiring further exploration. For future direction, several key aspects highlighted as the following are recommended to fully unlock the potential of nitrogen fixation microplasma synthesis technology and N-doped carbon quantum dots:

1) Scaling up the nitrogen fixation microplasma synthesis process of N-doped carbon quantum dots.

Scaling up the microplasma synthesis process of N-doped carbon quantum dots (NCQDs) refers to increasing the production of these quantum dots using the microplasma synthesis method. This can be achieved by increasing the size of the reactor, increasing the flow rate of the precursor solution, or by running the process in parallel reactors. One of the main challenges in scaling up the microplasma synthesis process is maintaining the quality of the NCQDs produced. When scaling up the process, it is important to ensure that the reaction conditions, such as the plasma power, the precursor concentration, and the reaction time, are maintained at optimal levels. Another approach to scaling up the microplasma synthesis process is to develop new reactor designs that can handle larger quantities of precursor solution and generate a more uniform microplasma. This could include using continuous flow reactors (microfluidic
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microplasma), which can handle a larger volume of solution than batch reactors, and parallel reactors (an array of microplasma jets), which can produce a larger quantity of NCQDs in a shorter period.

The microfluidic microplasma synthesis of N-doped carbon quantum dots (NCQDs) is a method for producing NCQDs that utilizes a microfluidic device to generate a microplasma within a liquid solution containing the precursor materials for the NCQDs. The microfluidic device consists of two main components: a microchannel and an electrode. The microchannel is used to flow the precursor solution through, while the electrode is used to generate the microplasma. The electrode can be made of various materials such as stainless steel, gold, or carbon. The microplasma is generated by applying a high-voltage electric field across the microchannel and the electrode, which causes the precursor solution to become ionized and form a plasma. The microfluidic microplasma synthesis method has several advantages over other methods for producing NCQDs. For example, the small scale of the microfluidic device allows for precise control of the reaction conditions, such as the flow rate of the precursor solution and the plasma power. This enables the production of NCQDs with high reproducibility and uniformity. The microfluidic microplasma synthesis method can produce NCQDs with a high nitrogen content, which is important for many applications, such as bio-imaging and catalysis. Another advantage of the microfluidic microplasma synthesis method is that it is a green and eco-friendly method, as it consumes less energy, and generates less waste and pollution than other methods. It is worth mentioning that, the microfluidic microplasma synthesis method is still an active area of research, and further optimization of the reaction conditions and the design of the microfluidic device are needed to improve the yield and quality of the NCQDs produced.

An array of microplasma jets allows for the simultaneous synthesis of multiple NCQDs, which can increase the overall yield and productivity of the synthesis process. Additionally, the small scale of the microplasma jets allows for precise control of the reaction conditions, such as the flow rate of the precursor solution and the plasma power, which can lead to the production of NCQDs with high reproducibility and uniformity. Another advantage of using an array of microplasma jets is that it allows for a low-power plasma source, which reduces energy consumption and the cost of the synthesis process. Microplasma jet methods have been widely used to synthesise various materials. However, it is still an active area of research in the field of N-doped carbon quantum dots, and further optimization of the reaction conditions and the design of the microplasma jets are needed to improve the yield and quality of the NCQDs produced. It is worth mentioning that the microplasma jet method is a greener and eco-friendly method, as it consumes less energy and generates less waste and pollution than other methods.

Additionally, using advanced process control techniques such as computer-controlled systems and implementing quality control methods such as statistical process control (SPC) can help maintain the
quality of the NCQDs produced while scaling up the process. Overall, scaling up the microplasma synthesis process of NCQDs is an active area of research, with the goal of making this technology more accessible for various applications by producing NCQDs in large quantities at a lower cost.

2) **Optimizing purifying process for N-doped carbon quantum dots.**

In this thesis, the results indicated that purifying N-doped carbon quantum dots and recycling the unreacted reactants improve the sustainability of the overall production process. This study has paved the way for large-scale purification and recycling research to enhance the quality of NCQDs products. Several methods can be used to purify N-doped carbon quantum dots (NCQDs), depending on the desired purity level and the specific application of the NCQDs. One common method for purifying NCQDs is size-exclusion chromatography (SEC), which is based on the principle of separating particles based on their size. SEC can be used to separate NCQDs from impurities such as unreacted precursors, by-products, and other contaminants. Another method that can be used for purifying NCQDs is centrifugation. This method separates NCQDs from impurities based on their density. The NCQDs are centrifuged at high speed, and the impurities are separated from the NCQDs due to their different densities. Other methods that can be used to purify NCQDs include: Dialysis, which is a method that separates small molecules from large ones by passing the solution through a semi-permeable membrane. Ultracentrifugation is a method that separates particles based on their size, shape, and density by centrifuging the solution at very high speeds. Precipitation is a method that separates dissolved substances from a solution by adding a reagent that causes the substance to form a solid precipitate. Additionally, advanced purification techniques such as high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and solid-phase extraction (SPE) can purify NCQDs to a very high purity level. It is important to note that the purification process of NCQDs may vary depending on the synthesis method and the impurities present in the initial sample. Therefore, optimising the purification methods for each specific synthesis method is important.

3) **Using the rationally designed NCQDs from microplasma jet-based synthesis in crop control, environmental treatment, and theranostic medicine**

The outcome of this study finishing to demonstrate the concept of using a microplasma jet-based reactor for generating high-quality NCQDs. At the early stage, these as-prepared NCDs are rationally designed with purposes for agriculture, environmental treatment, and theranostic medicine, which opens new doors for generating desired and on-purpose NCQDs for specific applications.
Using rationally designed N-doped carbon quantum dots (NCQDs) from microplasma jet-based synthesis in crop control, environmental treatment, and theranostic medicine is an emerging area of research. In crop control, NCQDs have been shown to have the potential as a photosensitizer for photodynamic therapy (PDT) in controlling plant pathogens. In addition, NCQDs have also been used to improve the efficiency of fertilizers in crop growth by acting as a catalyst for nitrogen fixation. In environmental treatment, NCQDs have been shown to have potential for use in the removal of heavy metals and pollutants from water bodies and in the treatment of wastewater. Additionally, NCQDs have also been used as catalysts for the degradation of pollutants in the air. In theranostic medicine, NCQDs has been used as a contrast agent for imaging in cancer diagnosis and as a drug delivery system for cancer therapy. They have also been used as a therapeutic agent for the treatment of various diseases, such as inflammation and infections. Overall, rationally designed NCQDs from microplasma jet-based synthesis have shown great potential in various fields such as crop control, environmental treatment, and theranostic medicine. However, more research is needed to fully understand their potential applications and to develop appropriate methods for their use in these fields.

4) Investigating the safety and environmental risk of developed N-doped carbon quantum dots

After demonstrating the potential of these NCQDs in crop control, environmental treatment, and theranostic medicine. A study on a comprehensive assessment of the safety and environmental risk of NCQDs also should be accomplished in the future. The safety and environmental risks of developed N-doped carbon quantum dots (NCQDs) are currently an active area of research, as there is limited information available on these materials’ potential hazards and effects. Regarding safety, NCQDs are considered low-toxicity materials, as they are made from carbon and nitrogen atoms, which are abundant in nature. However, some studies have shown that NCQDs may cause some toxicity to cells and organisms, especially when they form nanoparticles. Therefore, it is important to use appropriate protective measures when handling NCQDs, such as wearing gloves and masks and avoiding inhalation and ingestion of the materials. Regarding environmental risks, NCQDs are considered relatively benign materials, as they are not persistent in the environment and do not bioaccumulate. However, some studies have shown that NCQDs can impact aquatic organisms when released into water bodies. Therefore, it is important to implement appropriate measures to prevent the release of NCQDs into the environment.